The Samputensili profile grinding machines of the G-H Series are designed for the efficient and high-precision grinding of external and internal spur and helical gears up to 500 mm, worms, rotors and screw threads up to 2000 mm.

Based on the best-selling S 375 G, which has been further enhanced and improved, every machine of the G-H Series can be equipped with a wide range of options to suit our customers’ requirements and applications, being based on a modular design concept. Special software packages included in every machine convey our decade-long know-how as tool manufacturers into your manufacturing process. No matter if it is prototype grinding, small batches or series production: with Samputensili you always have the key to efficient and reliable manufacturing without ever compromising on the quality of your end product.

Contact us today for more information!

Phone: 847-649-1450
5200 Prairie Stone Pkwy. | Ste. 100 | Hoffman Estates | IL 60192
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Your future is already on your shop floor. Will you invest in them?

In manufacturing, a workforce armed with deep technical knowledge is critical to success. But as the older generation leaves the workforce, their departure creates a knowledge gap. Helping you transform your most ambitious young talent into your future experts is what the AGS Manufacturing Training Series is all about.

Your best and brightest deserve nothing less than the finest in guidance and training. It is why we have assembled a coalition of the industry’s top experts who want to share their knowledge with the next generation. Spanning a comprehensive range of technical disciplines, our experts will prepare your talent to be the experts of tomorrow. Sign up today to take advantage of these unique learning opportunities and gain access to decades of real-world experience. Your company’s future stars deserve the best, and the AGS Manufacturing Training Series can deliver.

The AGS Manufacturing Training Series
NEW SEMINAR SCHEDULE
Spring 2018

May 1-3: Introduction to Gear Process Engineering
May 22-24: Advanced Methods and Best Practices for Gear Process Engineering
June 12: An In-Depth Study of the Causes and Prevention of Grinding Damage

To learn more, please visit our Website at www.ArvinGlobalSolutions.com

www.ArvinGlobalSolutions.com
Contact@ArvinGlobalSolutions.com • 1808 Ogden Ave., Lisle, IL 60532 • 800-815-2303
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New gear skiving machine LK 300-500
Machine, tool and process from a single source

In the LK 300 and 500 gear skiving machines, process, tools and machine including tool changer and automation system come from a single source because in skiving³ the delivery of an integrated solution for the customer is of primary interest. Skiving³ is especially suited for internal gears of medium size and quantity, as it is much faster than shaping and more economical than broaching. The machine can be operated using the touch-based LHGe@rTec control system.

Machine
- Automation
- Deburring and tool changer
- Stiffness

Tool
- Design
- Manufacturing
- Reconditioning

Process
- Technology design
- Implementation
- Optimization
Event Spotlight: CTI Symposium USA
This event, organized by the German Car Training Institute (CTI), focuses on the latest technical innovations in automotive transmissions, hybrid and alternative drivetrains with experts and suppliers from the United States, Asia and Europe. Learn more at www.geartechnology.com/news/8769/CTI_Symposium_USA/.

Stay Connected
Join the Gear Technology Facebook group at www.facebook.com/groups/2108932629794/
Follow us on Twitter twitter.com/#!/Gear_Technology
Connect with us on LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/groups/Gear-Technology-Magazine-3893880
Subscribe Online www.geartechnology.com/subscribe.htm

Heimatec Spline Cutting
This video on spline cutting features Heimatec tooling with Hainbuch’s TOPlus hexagonal collet chuck. Learn more at www.geartechnology.com/videos/Heimatec-Spline-Cutting/

Gear Talk with Chuck
Charles Schultz looks at the basics in recent blog entries such as “Bevel Buzzwords” and “What About Worms?” Learn more at www.geartechnology.com/blog/.
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TOUGHER THAN HELL & BUILT TO LAST

DESIGNED TO YOUR SPECS. BUILT WITHIN YOUR BUDGET.

Heat-treating is critical, but it shouldn’t be complicated. Diablo builds furnaces that meet your needs, from basic models to fully-automated systems. Customers choose Diablo because we solve problems.

Visit DiabloFurnaces.com for details.
Contact us at 815.636.7855
or info@diablofurnaces.com
The Reality of Having it all

Quality Production Without Compromise

Having it all should not be just a dream. With Mitsubishi’s new for 2011 ZE40A gear grinding machine, it is a reality.

Mitsubishi has built a reputation for providing the job shops of America with flexible and accurate gear hobbing, shaping and shaving machines for finishing or roughing gears in their soft state. Now with the ZE40A, they introduce a flexible gear grinder that fulfills the needs of customers who require accurate gears in their hard state. The ZE40A delivers a complete and comprehensive package that requires little or no additional options.

The full circle of features include:

- Single index form and Multi-Start Generating grinding of gears up to 400mm diameter
- Swing away tailstock arm for ease of loading heavy parts
- Integrated onboard inspection
- Integrated CNC dressing
- Integrated automatic meshing
- Integrated automatic wheel balancing
- Automatic bias adjustment
- Automatic pressure angle adjustment
- 400mm axial travel for grinding shaft gears

To personally experience the world-class performance of the Mitsubishi ZE40A visit mitsubishigearcenter.com or contact sales 248-669-6136.
Why Aren’t You Training the Next Generation?

Last issue, when I went over the results from our annual State of the Gear Industry survey, I was being too nice. Sure, there's still a lot of optimism about the business climate. Gear manufacturers are mostly busy. For most, 2018 looks like it will be at least a little better than 2017. But there are dark clouds ahead, and they've been building for some time.

I'm talking about the skilled workforce crisis.

This is a problem that isn't going away. If anything, the rumblings keep getting louder and louder. By far, the single most important issue our survey highlighted was the gear industry's overwhelming need for trained workers.

Every year, the gripe is the same: we need skilled labor. But the surprising thing is how few of you are actually doing something about it. According to our survey, more than half of you work at companies that don't take advantage of the gear-related training that's available.

More than half? Can this be true? Something doesn't add up. You're all suffering from the same problem. There aren't enough qualified people to do the work you need. But if there aren't enough people with the right skills, don't you need to figure out a way to train them?

The alternative is for your companies to slowly die.

There are a lot of options out there. The AGMA continues to expand its educational mission, offering more types of training and more ways to take advantage of it. They've added two new courses this year and have plans to add more next year, so no matter what type of training you need, chances are, they have it. Recently, they've also announced that AGMA's education programs are now accredited with the IACET – meaning that all AGMA classes now offer continuing education credits that count toward professional engineer and other certification programs. Please visit www.agma.org to see what's available.

As the publisher of the industry's leading trade publication, I feel an obligation to find out why you're not taking advantage of these services.

Are they too expensive? Is it because you don't want to travel? Are the options being offered not what you need? Are you unwilling to invest in an employee who might take that training and go somewhere else? Do you simply not have employees with enough promise to invest in?

I'm done being nice. I want answers to those questions. Please send them to publisher@geartechnology.com. It's time for all of us to stop moaning and do something about the problem.

Oh, and there's one other thing you can do. Make sure your employees are signed up to receive Gear Technology magazine. It's a free subscription, and we provide education every issue. There's really no excuse not to.

www.geartechnology.com/subscribe.htm

Last issue, I also mentioned the seminars being offered by Arvin Global Solutions. Most of you feel that practical, hands-on manufacturing training is what you need most. Well, that's the whole idea behind what AGS is doing. Their seminars focus on process engineering and manufacturing best practices. Their instructors have decades of industry experience, and their goal is to transfer some of that well-earned experience to your employees. If you want your employees to understand the decision making processes that take place on a gear manufacturing plant floor, then take a look at the AGS ad on page 3 for a schedule of upcoming seminars and a roster of their experts.

As the publisher of the industry's leading trade publication, I feel an obligation to find out why you're not taking advantage of these services.

Are they too expensive? Is it because you don't want to travel? Are the options being offered not what you need? Are you unwilling to invest in an employee who might take that training and go somewhere else? Do you simply not have employees with enough promise to invest in?

I'm done being nice. I want answers to those questions. Please send them to publisher@geartechnology.com. It's time for all of us to stop moaning and do something about the problem.

Oh, and there's one other thing you can do. Make sure your employees are signed up to receive Gear Technology magazine. It's a free subscription, and we provide education every issue. There's really no excuse not to.

www.geartechnology.com/subscribe.htm

P.S.: Our technical editor and resident blogger, Chuck Schultz, has been writing a lot about gear basics lately. If you want to get someone started just learning about gears, gear design and gear manufacturing, it's not a bad place to start: www.geartechnology.com/blog/.
What is REANY?
REANY is software for the evaluation of gears and splines that have been measured completely on all teeth. It is suited to both quality assessment and analyzing the causes for deviations. REANY is short for Reality Analysis.

What is REANY’s Use?
Various measurement methods have become prevalent during the past few decades. As a quick and simple test, double flank gear inspection looms large in the gear production area. One single curve represents the quality of the whole gear. The measurement result is not a special individual form deviation, but a summation of individual form deviations. The same applies to a single flank gear inspection. However, two curves are given out—one for the left and one for the right flanks. Since electronics are stringently required here, it is less popular than the double flank gear inspection.

Single deviation checks provide concrete information about profile, helix and pitch. To save time, profile and helix deviations are measured randomly at only four teeth. Pitch and runout deviations are calculated from a single point per tooth flank.

In some cases, information about the topology of all tooth flanks is desirable, especially when it comes to primary forming methods such as injection molding or sintering. The tooth flanks are refinished individually, which does not necessarily lead to a good result as the corrections are based on a random check. For classical machining methods, information about the whole gearing is interesting as well. Relations between the deviations and its causes in the manufacturing process can be established.

How Does It Work?
The evaluation is based on profile tracks of all teeth determined on several planes. Thereupon, the topology of every single tooth flank is generated by interpolating the measured data. The position of the flanks can be traced back to one point of origin. All measured values are related to each other, which is the main difference to standard plots. This data is the basis for the REANY evaluation.

The deviations from the nominal contour are displayed in colors. Like on a map, “hills” and “valleys” become visible. The view “Total Gear Geometry” shows all tooth flanks sorted and lined up.

So far, there are only a few methods to perform such measurements.

Focus variation is an optical measuring method providing a point cloud of the specimen’s surface. Before reading the data, the desired number of transverse sections are extracted from the point cloud. Those can be loaded by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Notice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frenco Gear Flank Analyzing</td>
<td>Profile tracks in approx. 11–15 planes</td>
<td>7–13 minutes</td>
<td>For large batches only due to required master gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement of all teeth</td>
<td>Profile tracks at any number of planes, lead tracks at any number of diameters, combination of both possible</td>
<td>30–120 minutes</td>
<td>Almost all kinds of gears and splines measurable, though long duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus variation</td>
<td>Point cloud; extraction of profile tracks at any number of planes</td>
<td>5–10 minutes</td>
<td>Profitable for micro gearings only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1

Figure 2
Left: topology of a single flank; Right: View “Total Gear Geometry” with all flanks being related to each other.
You make it, WENZEL® checks it.
REANY software. Point clouds of other optical methods can be treated equally. Needless to say, direct processing without cutting the surface into pieces is on the to-do list as well.

What results Does REANY Provide?
Quality assessment according to standards
Primarily, the standard evaluation for quality assessment is included. The curves for profile, lead, pitch and run-out are shown in the prevailing way. Furthermore, it is possible to simulate a single flank gear inspection due to the fact that all tooth flanks are available in their entirety. Associated, the FFT-Analysis of the roll curve is calculated to estimate noise emission.

Searching for deviation causes
The topology of tooth flanks available reflects the superposition of all deviations in the gearing. REANY’s aspiration is to make systematic deviations visible. Systematic deviations are those that correlate with a cause in the production process and thus can ideally be corrected. The typical example is the deviation of the axis. Whenever the gearing’s axis does not align to its reference axis (e.g. the bearing points), the whole topology is sinus-shaped. In case of a pure eccentricity, the sine’s amplitude remains the same from top to bottom. In case of a wobble, the amplitude changes linearly along the face width. Both cases have an impact on any values calculated afterwards. The pitch curve will be sine-shaped, even if the pitch deviation as such might be okay. Profile slope and total deviations vary sinusoidally over one full rotation. In short, a deviation of axis casts a cloud over any other deviations, such as one coming from a tool error, for instance. Against this backdrop, REANY facilitates an automated correction of the axis. The correction affects the whole tooth flank topology and cached deviations appear.

REANY contains figures that display the pitch deviation, referring to the complete gearing. Pitch deviations are color-coded and shown from top to bottom. Before correcting the deviation of axis, the figure outlines the compliance with tolerances along the face width.
Invented by their founder already in 1910, PITTLER T&S today offers the Power Skiving process in conjunction with complete machining. With highest precision green and hardened gears can be machined in one single clamping.

As a system supplier PITTLER designs, manufactures and re-conditions skiving tools as part of their all-in-one tool service.

PITTLER PV315

- Power Skiving for inner and outer gearings
- Integrated tool magazine for complete machining
- Single clamping operation for highest precision

CONTACT US:
DVS Technology America Inc.
734-656-2080 sales.america@dvs-technology.com
www.pittler.de | www.dvs-technology.com
Correcting the axis’s deviation gives the possibility to search for systematic pitch deviations.  

Since every pitch consists of a tooth and a gap, the pitch deviation is closely intertwined with tooth and space widths. While there is a tolerance for the tooth thickness, either directly or indirectly (e.g. dimension over pins), and thus it is evaluated, the space widths are usually disregarded. But it is worth a glance, as conventional production methods primarily produce the space widths, which result in tooth width and pitch deviations, depending on the gap’s positions and sizes. The sizes of tooth and space widths are displayed in Figure 7.

The angular positions of teeth and gaps are shown by Figure 8. The positions are defined by their middles along the circumference. An output of +10 µm, for example, indicates an offset to the nominal position of the tooth or the gap in counting direction of 10 µm along the circumference. When profile grinding, a deviation of the encoder, for instance, results in a sine-sharped variation of the space middles. Subtracting...
this systematic error from the topology makes pure form deviations visible.

REANY offers several figures to assess the form deviations in the whole gear. As with pitch deviations, the profile deviations of all teeth from top to bottom are marked in color. Before the correction of axis, the tolerance limit exceedance can be seen at a glance. After the correction, systematic deviations can be detected easily. For instance, when profile slope deviations show up solely the color red, a systematic tool error is the likely cause.

Correspondingly, the helix slope deviations are shown from root to tip. After the correction of the axis a systematic change of color appears, coming from a twist.

Another method to evaluate the form is to regard the individual tooth flanks as paraboloids. Every paraboloid consists of:
- Profile crowning
- Helix crowning
- Twist
- Profile slope
- Helix slope
- Offset (single pitch deviation)

On one hand this method allows the evaluation of intended modifications.
On the other, averaged corrections, concerning the whole tooth flank topology, can be defined to improve production. To estimate the influence of these corrections on the measurement results, computational corrections are possible. An output of 4 µm averaged profile slope deviation, for example, can be eliminated from the topology to simulate an associated tool-correction and see the effect on the quality.

Finally, it is interesting to look at the pure form deviations. For that, the paraboloid of each individual tooth flank is subtracted from the topology. This correction of the basic form deviations enables a precise evaluation of the surface structure.

The development of REANY is far from over. Cause studies require a deep knowledge of the production process and experts to brood about a solution. For now, REANY just supports the brood development. However, Frenco envisions a program, fed with the principal parameters, that tells the operator exactly what to do when a problem occurs. What about the long duration of the measurement? Well, Frenco believes that optical measurements, providing point clouds, will sooner or later take on in-line checks. That will be quick and certainly requires new evaluation methods, beyond those we know today. That’s for sure.
Gleason’s new Segmented Collets give workholding maximum wear life; with sizes and an expansion range covering the bore clamping requirements of the most common cylindrical (and some bevel) gear types and sizes.

www.gleason.com/newblue
Houghton International
INTRODUCES TECHNOLOGY FOR AUTOMOTIVE MACHINING AND GRINDING

Houghton International has developed a new versatile soluble oil metal removal fluid for the manufacture of automotive parts including engine and transmission components. This technology measurable improves machining and grinding operations, delivering higher product quality and lower operating costs.

HOCUT 8750 is the first 8000 series product built from the ground up using Design of Experiment (DoE) Methodology to optimize critical performance parameters. It is designed for the machining and grinding of engine components, including blocks, crankshafts, cylinder heads, connecting rods, and pistons; transmission components such as gears, shafts, and bearings, aluminum wheels, braking systems and more. Extensive field testing has demonstrated significant performance improvements on a broad range of metals including high and low carbon steel, stainless and alloyed steel, cast nodular and gray iron, wrought and cast aluminum, powder metal and carbon particle composites.

Designed to improve operational efficiency, part quality and surface finish, HOCUT 8750, with built-in detergency, runs clean and provides excellent wetting which reduces consumption due to drag out, lowering fluid costs. HOCUT 8750 also has superior dispersibility, improving chip removal and minimizing downtime. It has excellent emulsion stability and low foaming characteristics, resulting in consistent lubrication and heat transfer performance. HOCUT 8750 is also biostable, a hallmark of Houghton expertise, extending sump life and eliminating the need for costly sump-side additives.

For more information:
Houghton International
Phone: (800) 666-4684
www.houghtonintl.com
Dillon

DIAMETER JAW BORING RINGS PROVIDE UNIFORM PRESSURE

Dillon Chuck Jaws introduces an 18 diameter boring ring. Its relatively light weight allows customers the same ease boring out 18 diameter blank top jaws as is had when forming smaller diameters using the smaller sized boring rings.

Dillon jaw boring rings are easy-to-use tools that allow soft jaws to be machined precisely and thus grip the intended workpiece more firmly. These jaw rings provide uniform pressure on all jaws, for a consistent bore.

Available in adjustable or chuck-diameter-specific styles, both with no-tools attachment. The Dillon jaw boring ring compensates for jaw lift, even in worn chucks, which results in better parts concentricity. Use of this device will provide a jaw surface true to the machine centerline, reduce set-up times, and increase up-times for running machined parts.

Jaw boring rings are available for 5", 6", 8", 10", 12",15", and 18" chucks, or in adjustable versions for 5"–8", 6"–10", and 8"–12" chucks. Self-centering action provides equal pressure on all jaws.

For more information:
Dillon Manufacturing, Inc.
Phone: (800) 428-1133
www.dillonmfg.com
Open Mind Technologies

ENHANCES CAM SOFTWARE WITH VIRTUAL MACHINING SIMULATION AND MORE

Open Mind Technologies AG, a developer of CAM software solutions worldwide, has introduced *hyperMILL 2018.1*, a new version of its advanced, comprehensive CAM software. *HyperMILL 2018.1* has a range of new features and enhancements including greater blending capabilities, 3D-optimized roughing, global fitting, rotational abilities for CAD electrode applications and totally new to the industry - virtual machining simulation.

“*HyperMILL 2018.1* demonstrates our commitment to innovation when providing CAM users with the tools they need to be successful,” said Alan Levine, managing director of Open Mind Technologies USA, Inc. “We continue to advance functionality in the *hyperMILL* suite to keep it at the forefront of CAM technology.”

---

**All The Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need Are Right Here**

**DTR is one of the world’s largest producers.**

DTR. Your best choice for high quality gear cutting tools.

DTR is a world class supplier of the finest high performance long-life gear manufacturing tools, for small and large gear cutting applications. Established in 1976, we are one of the world’s largest producers of cutting tools, shipping to over 20 countries.

DTR offers a full line of gear cutting tools including:

• Hobs
• Carbide Hobs
• Shaper Cutters
• Milling Cutters

We can produce virtually any tool you need for auto, aerospace, wind, mining, construction and other industrial gears.

Every tool is precision-made utilizing high speed steel, premium powder metal or carbide and the latest in coatings, to achieve superior cutting and long life. DTR uses top of the line equipment including Reischauer CNC grinders and Klingelnberg CNC sharpeners and inspection equipment.

Learn more about our outstanding quality tools at www.dtrtool.com.

Call us at 847-375-8892 for your local sales representative or Email alex@dtrtool.com for a quotation.

---

DTR has sales territories available. Call for more information.
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**Smooth Transitions**
New hyperMILL 2018.1 functionality includes an enhancement to the “soft overlap” feature for blending machining marks found between steep and flat areas, or located at the boundaries of rest machining regions. Using this enhanced feature, the milling tool is briefly lifted to blend milling paths into another, preventing visible transitions from being generated, resulting in better surface quality.

**3D-Optimized Roughing**
In hyperMILL 2018.1, the 3D-optimized roughing cycle has been enhanced for applications with high feed cutters. The step-over distance can be calculated from the scallop height measured against the high feed cutter geometry. A special tool path movement removes rest material from corners when there is a very large step-over. Intelligent cut division and optimized toolpaths provide greater process safety for the remaining thin ridges.

**Global Fitting**
A new “global fitting” feature can simplify the definition of complex surfaces or patches of surfaces. Many hyperMILL CAM strategies will recognize and follow the ISO u-v orientation of the surface patch. HyperMILL MAXX Machining finishing is one technique that benefits from having a simplified surface definition.

**Rotational Electrode**
HyperCAD-S Electrode automates the construction and manufacturing of electrodes for die-sinking. Users can simply choose their electrodes from the face to be die-sunk within the component geometry, with no special expertise required. To save users time during milling and eroding, hyperCAD-S in hyperMILL 2018.1 includes an easy-to-use “rotational electrode” feature which facilitates the circular placement of multiple electrode geometries with different spark gaps on a holder.

**Virtual Machining**
Developed with Industry 4.0 in mind, an early release of hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining simulation is available in version 2018.1, which enables constant real time bi-directional communication between the machine tool controller and a remote hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining simulation, significantly improving manufacturing workflow. Machining operations can be reliably evaluated, checked and optimized before running a job by using process networking and virtual mapping found in hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining. The hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining NC Optimizer can enhance computed NC instructions to optimize available workspace, manage limited axes and select the best approach for asymmetric machine heads. Safety, reliability, speed and process control optimization from CAD/CAM to machine are all improved with hyperMILL VIRTUAL Machining.

For more information:
Open Technologies
Phone: (339) 225-4557
www.openmind-tech.com

---

**Medical**
Where MEDICAL Finds a CURE

Medical is always looking for new ideas. We’re at the forefront of medical gear production, helping find new ways to make gears smaller, lighter, faster and more reliable. All from our unparalleled precision gear facility – ISO 13485 certified for medical.

Your medical gear production just got better – with Forest City Gear.

815.623.2168 | www.forestcitygear.com
Mitutoyo America Corporation
RELEASES MICAT PLANNER VERSION 1.5

Mitutoyo America Corporation recently announced the release of MiCAT Planner v1.5 for the company’s coordinate measuring machines. In as little as one click, MiCAT Planner automates the generation of measurement programs based on CAD models containing Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) information, as well as your Dimensional Measuring Equipment (DME). When no GD&T information exists, it can easily be added.

Functions include the support of multiple CAD coordinate systems and the creation of multiple part coordinate systems. These features can be created from the Plan View or the 3D View, a connection feature support that has been expanded to include connection lines and planes, mid-point, mid-line and mid-plane constructed features that can be set as datums, used in an alignment plan and as referenced features for other constructed features and more.

For more information:
Mitutoyo America Corporation
Phone: (630) 820-9666
www.mitutoyo.com
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Pushing Boundaries

Induction hardening is becoming an increasingly popular alternative to thermochemical diffusion processes such as carburizing, and as it does so, manufacturers are on a never-ending quest to expand the scope of what’s possible with the technology.

Alex Cannella, Associate Editor

Dr. Valery Rudnev, director of science and technology at Inductoheat, has been doing a lot of travelling the past few years. Known as “Professor Induction,” he’s one of the leading experts in the field of induction hardening, and his expertise regularly sees him touring facilities and giving seminars on the latest in the induction hardening industry. Needless to say, during his travels across Europe and the U.S., Rudnev has personally witnessed how a broad swath of the industry is getting along, and he’s noticed a few trends.

The most notable one is an attempt to shift away from thermochemical diffusion processes such as carburizing in favor of induction hardening. Manufacturers’ reasons for doing so are always different, but everywhere Rudnev has gone, the hottest button topic that always comes up is whether a heat treater can replace thermochemical diffusion processes like carburizing or not.

“Question number one I’m asked: ‘Can you replace our thermochemical diffusion processes with induction?’” Rudnev said. “And the answer is sometimes yes, sometimes no, it depends on the gear.”

There are a few reasons why the question has become so common. Some of the primary reasons are induction hardening’s ability to produce increased compressive residual stresses compared to vacuum carburizing, low distortion and piece-by-piece processing capability with individual component traceability. According to Rudnev, single frequency induction hardening can achieve levels of 400-550 megapascals. And if using simultaneous dual-frequency, heat treaters can achieve 600-700 megapascals.

Induction hardening is also starting to see some promise for use on 7” to 9” hypoid ring gears, with Rudnev having seen some “extremely positive tests.”

In the future, it may become a widely accepted way to harden those gears.

In Europe, especially, induction hardening is gaining popularity off a wave of environmental-mindedness. The current political climate in Europe is motivating many heat treaters to consider shifting their production processes from vacuum carburizing to induction hardening, which is a more environmentally friendly process. Some, according to Rudnev, don’t even feel there’s room left for consideration, and that carburizing isn’t an option anymore.

But as Rudnev said, induction hardening isn’t a silver bullet solution for gear heat treatment. The process has difficulty, for example, with complexly shaped gears such as double helical or herringbone gears. The more complex a gear’s shape, the more difficult it is to develop a uniform case hardened pattern, and eventually, the complexity can reach a point where induction hardening simply cannot evenly austenitize a tooth surface, leading to varying case depths on different parts of the gear and potentially producing some undesirable metallurgical structures. In these cases, Rudnev still recommends that heat treaters vacuum carburize or nitride their gears instead, whichever is more suitable.

Similarly, sharp corners on a gear or workpiece can lead to subpar heat treatment. Sharp corners sometimes get excessively heated compared to the rest of the teeth, which leads to grain coarsening and in some instances, even grain boundary liquation (incipient melting). Thus, appropriate chamfering and rounding of sharp edges is always welcomed by induction professionals.

Induction hardening also often requires using different steel grades to start with. Thermochemical diffusion processes (e.g. carburizing or nitriding) alter the actual chemical makeup of the material, thus hardening it. But one critical difference between these processes and induction hardening is that the latter does not alter the chemical composition of the material, which in turn means you need a stronger base material with sufficient carbon content to form the required amount of martensite at a gear’s working surface in order to provide sufficient strength and wear properties.

Thanks to surface hardening capabilities of electromagnetic induction, a gear tooth’s core remains relatively cool, which allows it to act as a shape stabilizer for the heated surface and in turn lessens the distortion caused by the heat treating process while also making that distortion more predictable.
UniCase Master® (UCM) is an advanced, integrated manufacturing solution for the processing of automotive gears, bearings and similar components in a continuous single-piece flow vacuum heat treatment system. The technology utilizes low-pressure vacuum carburizing in combination with 4-D® high pressure gas quenching for advanced distortion control of individual parts for consistency and repeatability.

Learn more about UniCase Master and see what SECO/VACUUM can do for you. Visit us at: www.SecoVacUSA.com
“Even more important is not just to reduce distortion, but to have predictable distortion,” Rudnev said. “Because if the distortion is predictable and repeatable, then this type of distortion can be relatively easily compensated for.”

It should be recognized that depending on the size of the gear, tooth geometry and gear working conditions, different techniques can be used to induction heat treat gears. This includes tooth-by-tooth hardening and spin hardening using encircling coils. Single frequency induction systems, as well as sequential or simultaneous dual frequency systems, have been developed by several induction manufacturers, including Inductoheat.

One gear market segment that has been relatively soft in the last 5-8 years is heat treatment of large gears such as those that go into windmills. According to Rudnev, demand for induction hardening of those gears is quite low amongst large gear manufacturers in the U.S., in part because a lot of the field has been outsourced abroad.

One difficulty large gear manufacturers sometimes run into is actually finding a heat treater that can handle the sheer scale of gears that stretch to multiple meters in diameter, but according to Rudnev, scale isn’t a concern for tooth-by-tooth induction hardening. In fact, that’s one of the method’s strong points.

“Even though that some distortion inevitably occurs when tooth-by-tooth induction hardening large gears and pinions, its magnitude is not nearly as large as compared to carburized gears,” Rudnev said. “Carburizing requires soaking of gears for many hours at temperatures exceeding 1500°F. At these temperatures, the large masses of metal expand to a much greater extent compared to the case when only the tooth working surface layer is austenized by electromagnetic induction. The expansion of large masses during prolonged heating during carburizing and the contraction during quenching “move” the metal to a much greater degree, causing considerable gear distortion.

“Furthermore, heavy gears weighing several thousand pounds and being held at austenite phase temperatures for...
many hours have little rigidity and can sag following their supporting structures. With induction hardening, areas unaffected by heat as well as areas with temperatures corresponding to the elastic deformation range serve as shape stabilizers resulting in not only reduced distortion but also making it more predictable. Induction hardening for those applications is the best process (Figure 1).

Rudnev also frequently gets questions about shot peening, namely if heat treaters can avoid having to use it after induction spin hardening of small and medium size gears. The answer, again, is that it really depends on your requirements.

“Many times, when induction hardening gets used for a gear treatment, we don’t use shot peening,” Rudnev said. “But if the performance of the gear requires residual compressive stresses of considerable magnitude being in the range of 900-1,000 megapascals, then most likely, it will be required to have shot peening after induction gear hardening.”

But most often, the focus is on the technology’s competencies themselves; what it can handle, what it can’t, and most importantly, how its compares to vacuum carburizing.

The answer to that question becomes a little more nuanced every year, however, as induction hardening is an evolving field, and the scope of what can be accomplished with the process is always widening. Rudnev’s company, Inductoheat, for example, has developed a new power supply called the Statipower IFP (Independent Frequency and Power Control). The idea behind the patented IFP Technology is to fill a gap that the induction hardening industry as a whole currently has between cheaper, less flexible conventional single-frequency induction systems and expensive but effective dual frequency processes in an attempt to capture the selling points of both while minimizing some of their weaknesses (Figure 2).

“IFP Technology is a good compromise between simultaneous dual frequency, which has good results but high capital cost, and...
conventional single frequency systems which are less costly but the quality of hardening of certain types of gears might not always be the best,” Rudnev said.

Which isn’t to say that IFP is the end-all be-all system that you should be immediately leaping to your feet to buy. As Rudnev notes, there are still plenty of gears that single frequency systems can already handle just fine. And on the other hand, some gears require a level of metallurgical quality and hardness pattern contouring only achievable with simultaneous dual frequency.

“It’s not cure-all medicine,” Rudnev said. “There are some limitations associated with IFP Technology. For example, at this point, IFP inverters enable instant and independent adjustment of frequency within a 5 to 60 range kilohertz in a preprogrammed manner during the heating cycle optimizing electromagnetic, thermal and metallurgical characteristics.”

But Inductoheat has positioned IFP as a happy middle ground, giving induction hardening professionals a gradient of options instead of just two choices. And more importantly, the IFP is flexible, which according to Rudnev, has made it appealing to heat treat other components for automotive suppliers.

“Suppliers need to have flexibility. If tomorrow one automotive [company] comes to them and then, a day after tomorrow, another one with a different requirement, suppliers would like to process those parts using the same equipment,” Rudnev said. “Obviously in induction, the coil would be different, being dedicated to a particular part, but the cost of the induction coil is relatively small compared to the cost of the entire system and in particular an inverter...Therefore, if the power supply will provide them greater flexibility, that’s a big deal in our highly competitive world. Parts suppliers would not have to buy a new power source all the time to process different gearbox or powertrain components while still assuring high metallurgical quality of heat treated parts. Instead, now they can utilize universal inverters with flexible yet highly accurately controlled output frequency, which will extend horizons and the applicability of their induction equipment. Needless to say that such equipment can also be moved from one plant to another plant, optimizing overall cost savings.”

The IFP Technology, couples with an advanced signature process monitoring system, is targeted towards automotive, aerospace, agriculture and off-highway industries and is best suited for heat treating gearbox components, as well as shafts, sprockets and splines of almost every variety. It’s also particularly beneficial when tooth-by-tooth hardening a variety of large-sized gears. And the breadth of projects that can be undertaken with Inductoheat’s IFP Technology is widening as the company works to introduce new models that expand coverage of different ranges of frequencies and maximum powers.

Inductoheat is, of course, not the only company innovating in the induction hardening space. Eldec has also been pursuing new technologies that expand
the scope of the process’s usefulness. In particular, they’ve been working with pushing the cutting edge of what can be done with simultaneous dual frequencies.

One of their most recent developments is a coil specifically designed to work with helical gears, a move meant to appeal to gearbox manufacturers. It’s a bit of a leap of faith on Eldec’s part, as gearboxes are still firmly vacuum carburizing territory, and getting customers on board requires a lot more than just buying a new coil; it requires a complete changeover of their processes, and affects more than just the heat treatment. You have to consider materials and your chip making process, for example.

Eldec’s coil certainly has merits to warrant the switch, however. All the previously discussed advantages that induction hardening has over vacuum carburizing still hold true here. But one of the process’s biggest weaknesses, complex gear shapes, also remains. There are still difficulties with gears with a helix angle of more than 15–20 degrees, but Eldec has established a toe-hold that can be built upon, and that may change in the future.

In addition, Eldec has designed their induction hardening machines to work as part of a production line. Instead of having to take parts off the line to divert to a furnace before going back to the line, Eldec’s machines can be incorporated directly into the workflow. And if you do ultimately decide to make the leap, Eldec has a full force of consultants to help make the transition as painless as possible.

According to Managing Director of Eldec, Thomas Rank, however, the best advice he can give those looking to incorporate induction hardening into their production line is to take stock of their entire process chain.

“Look at the whole process chain before you do that step,” Rank said. “Investigate in all the process steps before and after hardening in order to have a result that doesn’t surprise you in terms of cost.”

Another frontier that Eldec is braving is that of IIoT technology. Whether you call it the Industrial Internet of Things or Industry 4.0, it’s worked its way into almost every manufacturing process known to man, and induction hardening is no different.

Eldec’s introduced a software suite dubbed Eldec Quality Control (EQC) for use with its induction coils that uses RFID tags to constantly monitor more than 20 different parameters in an induction hardening machine. EQC studies everything from energy, water temperature and the voltage of the coil during the process to even how many workpieces the coil has heat treated during its lifetime.

The benefits of this are the same as in other industries: having access to an unprecedented level of data means that engineers can not only better understand and control how their coils are functioning, but they can also use that information to predict when a coil looks like it will fail and preemptively replace it before it halts production. EQC also automatically shuts down a machine if any of its parameters go over previously designated levels, preventing catastrophic damage that might otherwise put a machine out of commission.

One unusual twist that is different from other industries, however, is that Eldec had to design around the electromagnetic field when developing EQC. In particular, the field could wreak havoc with EQC’s RFID tags, but Eldec found a solution by monitoring the field itself.

There are numerous other advances also coming out of Eldec — 3D printed induction coils chief among them — but every advance shares a single goal: to expand the scope of what’s possible with induction hardening. That similarly rings true for Inductoheat. And between them, the technology gains new footholds each year, and with those footholds, broader appeal.

For more information:
Eldec LLC
Phone: (248) 364-4750
www.eldec.net
Inductoheat
Phone: (800) 624-6297
www.inductoheat.com

Both Inductoheat and Eldec are creating new induction hardening products capable of handling new shapes of gears.
Solar Atmospheres California

COMPLETES FACILITY EXPANSION

Solar Atmospheres of California (SCA) has announced the completion of its most recent facility expansion. The new expansion allows SCA to double its current heat treating capacity on the west coast while continually striving to meet the needs of an ever-growing customer base.

Project expansion began taking shape in July 2016 with ground breaking for a new 25,000 sq. ft. building. Upon completion of building construction in July 2017 and, applying the lessons learned from SCA’s initial facility build in 2010–11, SCA immediately began the design, fabrication and installation of all required support systems including water and gas delivery.

In preparation for the added growth, SCA has procured an additional four vacuum furnaces from sister company Solar Manufacturing (SMI) based in Souderton, PA.

Additional state-of-the-art vacuum heat treating equipment includes an SMI Model HFL-5748-10IQ-VC “High Pressure Vacuum Gas Carburizing Furnace.” The furnace features a rigid graphite hot zone design measuring 48”W × 48”H × 72”D, 35” Varian diffusion pump for sustained high vacuum processing, low pressure vacuum carburizing capability, operating range of 600°F–2,200°F (Maximum Temperature 2,250°F), a maximum cooling pressure of 10 Bar (135 psig) with 300HP gas blower and a maximum loading capacity of 15,000 lbs.

The third furnace is an SMI Model HFL-7472-2EQ “All Metal Hot Zone with Isolated Gas Quench System,” featuring a 6-layer all moly hot zone design measuring 48”W × 48”H × 72”D, 35” Varian diffusion pump with “isolated” external gas quench system for optimized sustained high vacuum processing of sensitive materials, an operating range of 600°F–2,400°F (maximum temperature 2,800°F), and a maximum loading capacity of 15,000 lbs.

The final furnace is an SMI Model HFL-7472-2EQ “120”DIA×288” Long Horizontal Car-Bottom Furnace,” featuring a rigid graphite hot zone design measuring 96”W × 96”H × 288”D, multiple 35” Varian diffusion pumps for sustained high vacuum processing, an operating range of 600°F–2,200°F (maximum temperature 2,600°F) and a maximum loading capacity of 150,000 lbs.

All Solar Manufacturing furnaces are designed for high performance, low maintenance and energy efficient results.

“We are very thankful for the opportunity to grow our facility,” states Derek Dennis, president, Solar Atmospheres of California. “Every SCA employee appreciates the trust and confidence that our customers have placed in our abilities to service their Vacuum Heat Treating, Brazing and Carburizing requirements. Our focus remains on providing the highest quality product with unsurpassed customer service on-time, every-time in the safest, most efficient and environmentally friendly manner. The last 6+ years of providing vacuum processing services in Southern California have proven to be both challenging and rewarding. We look forward to working with our current customer base along with new customers in solving their heat treat challenges. SCA understands the importance we play in our customers’ supply chain, especially where delivery and quality are expected. These new facility expansions well help us meet these expectations.” (www.solaratm.com)
Seco/Warwick

PROVIDES RETECH FURNACE FOR PRODUCING LARGE COMPONENTS

Seco/Warwick Group recently provided a Retech Consumable Electrode Casting Furnace to AMRC Castings (AMRCC), capable of delivering up to 1,000 kg of molten titanium, which has just produced the heaviest ever ceramic shell casting in this material from a single pour in Europe. The achievement was unveiled by the Castings Group of the Advanced Manufacturing Research Center (AMRC), a world-class center for research into advanced manufacturing technologies used in the aerospace, automotive, medical and other high-value manufacturing sectors.

Working with U.K. SME pump manufacturer Amarinth, the component, an industrial centrifugal pump housing for highly corrosive applications in the chemical and petrochemical sectors, was produced from a 680 kg melt with a finished part weight in excess of 200 kg. The furnace is equipped with four interchangeable crucibles which form an integral part of a manufacturing cell capable of producing castings up to 500 kg in weight and 2,000 mm in diameter by 2,500 mm in length.

“Last year we were part of creating the first European recycling and refining plant for titanium alloys; now we are proud to announce our joint development with AMRCC, opening new business opportunities for Britain. By staying focused on our clients and their successes, we work together to deliver quantifiable results, enabling our partners to gain competitive advantage in their
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“AMRCC is dedicated to working with manufacturing businesses operating in the global supply chain, ranging from multi-national aerospace giants to local SMEs. We decided to cooperate with Retech, a global leader in the supply of metallurgical processing equipment, and thanks to their technology we achieved a record casting at the first attempt; a significant step forward for us and the U.K. as a whole,” said AMRCC’s General Manager, Richard Cook. (www.secowarwick.com)

Applied Process, Inc. will expand with a new multi-million-dollar heat treatment plant in Fort Smith, Ark. The 51,000-square-foot plant will house six furnaces and add at least 30 jobs. The plant is expected to be fully operational in the 3rd quarter and will serve customers in the Midwest and South.

“We are very excited to announce our expansion in Fort Smith,” said Chief Executive Officer Harold Karp. “Record sales performance in 2016 and 2017, combined with a strong new product forecast, make this the right time to expand.”

Applied Process plants in Livonia, Mich., and Oshkosh, Wis., will remain in operation, serving the automotive, agriculture, aerospace, heavy truck, railroad, mining industries, as well as the military. The Oshkosh facility houses the world’s largest integral quench batch austempering furnace which is capable of austempering parts up to 20,000 lbs. in weight.

“The additional capacity in Fort Smith will allow us to continue to offer industry-leading levels of customer service, quality and turn time,” said Steve Metz, vice president of sales and marketing. “The new facility will allow us to expand into new markets and serve a broader geographic customer base.”

Rusty Rainbolt, who has been with Applied Process for three years on the sales team, will be plant manager. Rainbolt holds bachelor’s degrees in engineering and marketing from Oklahoma State University. “Rusty’s engineering, sales and product experience, along with a strong, experienced leadership team, will ensure a smooth start-up of the new facility,” Karp said. (www.appliedprocess.com)
Messe Stuttgart PRESENTS NEW CASTINGS AND FORGINGS TRADE SHOW IN 2018

CastForge is a new trade fair for castings and forgings as well as machining. Messe Stuttgart recently presented the concept of CastForge to interested companies within the framework of several rounds of talks. There was good feedback from the participants who unanimously welcomed the concept, date and venue. The event will take place June 5–7 2018 at the Stuttgart Trade Fair Center.

“The presentations gave the event organizers lots of valuable ideas,” said Gunnar Mey, department director for industrial solutions at Messe Stuttgart. “In our opinion, there has not been such a specific trade fair which addresses our products and services. We expect to meet a customer base which is specifically looking for our services and wants to establish new contacts in the industry,” said Timo Richter, head of sales and marketing at Richter Formteile GmbH.

Hermann Bayer from RILE Management und Vertriebs GmbH also spoke in favor of the new trade fair. “As subcontractors we serve diverse industries, making it very difficult to find a suitable trade fair at which we can permanently exhibit. Several good contacts and requests from interested parties who we do not yet know will help us moving forward,” Bayer said.

Bernard Hauffmann from ArcelorMittal Ringmill S.A. added: “As far as we know, CastForge is the first trade fair which specifically addresses this industry. First and foremost, we want to meet potential customers and partners here who are interested in our product as the trade fair is aimed at cast and forged products.”

With CastForge, Messe Stuttgart gives the industry for castings and forgings as well as their machining its own platform. It showcases the entire value-added chain from the cast or forging blank to machining through to the final component and for the first time offers manufacturers an opportunity to present their range of cast iron, grey cast iron and
spheroidal graphite iron as well as non-ferrous castings and forgings to a wide audience.

For Ulrich Kromer von Baerle, president of Messe Stuttgart, the validation from the industry is not surprising: “With CastForge we have launched a trade fair topic at the right time which strikes a chord with companies. For many companies there was only the opportunity to showcase products and services within the framework of industry and user trade fairs. Now for the first time their castings and forgings as well as their skills as processors take center stage at a trade fair.” (www.messe-stuttgart.de/castforge)

Ipsen
DESIGNS VERTICAL, HIGH-PRESSURE QUenchING FURNACE

Ipsen recently designed and built a vertical, high-pressure quenching furnace, complete with twin cooling systems and a work volume of 350 cubic feet. During the testing phase, the furnace quenched with 1,000 horsepower (.75 megawatts)—a remarkable achievement that began as an idea just months prior. As is typical with a custom build, the customer came to Ipsen with specific requirements: they needed a large furnace with a very aggressive cooling rate. During the design phase, Ipsen’s Engineering Team determined that twin cooling systems to provide 1,000 horsepower quenching capability were the right solution due to the customer’s process requirements and the geometry and cross-section of parts.

Ipsen Engineers, alongside the customer, looked on during the testing phase. “We saw the furnace backfill and then go into quench,” said Craig Moller, chief engineer. “It took us a minute to realize we were experiencing a groundbreaking design and test, with cooling curves that we’ve never seen for a furnace of this size.” (www.ipsenusa.com)
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A Look at Intelligent Workholding and Toolholding

New Solutions Aim at Reducing Changeover Times and Improving Reliability

Matthew Jaster, Senior Editor

The notion of smart workholding and toolholding is a bit redundant when you think about it. Sure, the marriage of information, technology, engineering and communication to change how products are manufactured can be called smart, but isn’t it just workholding and toolholding in 2018?

We’re simply at a point in manufacturing where robotics, automation, sensors and condition monitoring can be applied to everything from heat treating to inspection to gear grinding. Workholding and toolholding are just other areas in manufacturing that are getting “smarter” because the gear industry is demanding that mechatronics and digitalization play a significant role in the development of new products.

The “smart” designation won’t last long because every process will be smart, every gear application integrated and every shop floor will be paying close attention to quality, efficiency and cost savings potential. Here’s a few ways these concepts are being applied to workholding and toolholding today.

Röhm Takes on Challenges of Robotics in Workholding

Advanced turning machine chucks especially designed for gear production now provide quick-change capability. More importantly, they offer the repeatability and precision necessary for low-to-high-volume part production while simultaneously reducing changeover times. In a recent article by Matthew Mayer, CEO, Röhm Products of America, Mayer examined a shop that has benefitted from these innovative chucks: Global Gear & Machining.

Global Gear is a Downers Grove, Illinois-based manufacturer serving Tier 1 and Tier 2 diesel engine OEMs and other engine manufacturers in the broad automotive and construction/agriculture industries. Their choice of workholding is the KZF-S collet chuck from Röhm, an external clamping chuck designed specifically for surface face grinding and hard turning gears.

In the past, Global Gear would dedicate seven operators to seven machines for a single gear family. Now, with the KZF-S chuck, a single operator can handle one cell with eight machines or multiple four-machine cells.

The key to quick-change workholding solutions is a BT-style collet that mounts to a machine in a manner similar to how a bayonet-style lens mounts to a camera body. The resulting collet is longer and supported by the back face and taper for parallelism and accuracy, respectively. To change from one collet to another with this system, including clamping down on the part and verifying its orientation, requires no more than 60 seconds in total.

A big part of the quick verification process comes from the fact that the system uses a gear tooth pattern and clamps on every point of a gear’s diameter rather than only three or six points. By clamping onto every tooth, the chuck ensures the precision of the gear’s diameter in relation to its pitch line. This approach delivers exceptional repeatability and gear cylindricity without arduous inspection processes as the chuck can simply take an average of all teeth locations to eliminate inspection errors.

Robots can present challenges when it comes to modern quick-change workholding. It was easy to integrate traditional pin-style collet systems into automation solutions, but chips...
that clamp onto every tooth of a gear require more complex robot movements. The solution is a free-floating rotational axis. Even helix-shaped gears can be mounted into these chucks by robots when programmers instruct them to utilize a free-floating rotational axis. While applying pressure toward the chuck, the part’s free-floating state in the robot’s gripper allows the gear to guide itself in, much the same way as when gears are loaded manually. Of course, every system is vulnerable to human error, whether it occurs when manually changing a chuck or programming a robot to do so. To avoid any issues, workholding OEMs equip quick-change chucks with air sensing that will detect improper part seating and warn the operator. Operators can load a gear, make an initial cut, inspect it and produce a perfect gear, all with the assurance that any mistake will be easily detected and corrected before it can slow down production. For Global Gear and other gear suppliers, products like Röhm’s KZF-S chucks have made it possible to thrive in a globally competitive market. The quick-change capability is what ties together every aspect of their production cells – as long as the chuck’s location is established, perfect repeatability can easily be maintained from one collet to the next. As the automotive industry continues to transform transportation, suppliers and the manufacturing system OEMs they rely on have succeeded in matching their pace and creating innovative solutions that will help build the future automakers envision.

**Intelligent Clamping with Hainbuch**

Hainbuch’s TOPlus chuck is just one example of a product that hints at the possibilities of the future of workholding. The TOPlus chuck offers more holding power and higher output due to its pyramid arrangement of guide surfaces. The clamping head rests with full-surface contact in the chuck body—even with large workpiece tolerances. This geometry ensures that TOPlus is less sensitive to contamination. The chuck is suitable for raw material, cast and forged parts as well as fine-particle non-ferrous metals such as brass.

Additionally, it offers integrated sensor technology that permanently measures the actual clamping force applied to the workpiece. Using contactless transmission of both data and energy, measurement results are sent directly to the machine’s control system for processing. The control system performs a comparison with the target values and then outputs messages or makes adjustments as required. In-line checking of the...
dimensions of each workpiece when it is clamped can even be performed directly using an integrated system of measurement sensors. The temperature near to the workpiece is also monitored to allow temperature compensation.

Using the data harvested by the control system, it is possible to perform condition monitoring for both safety and machine efficiency. This is a mandatory prerequisite for need-oriented and status-oriented preventive maintenance and servicing. However, many modern condition monitoring systems put very tough requirements on the sensor systems, data capture and automated measurement data processing, as well as system-specific knowledge.

But the cost savings potential is noteworthy because the expected working life of critical machine parts can be exploited while any required maintenance interventions can simultaneously be planned to mesh with production schedules. This makes it possible to prevent unnecessary downtime which in turn increases machine availability and reduces production shortfalls.

Essentially, the chuck can detect reject parts. If a workpiece breaks, it is discarded and the value-adding process is interrupted. This improves quality and reduces personnel costs. As a result, employees can focus more on proactive tasks. Permanent monitoring reduces the risk of workpiece loss and the resulting damage to man and machine.

The chuck has even won accolades as an innovative intelligent clamping solution. First from the Baden-Württemberg Industry 4.0 Alliance and then again at the AMB trade fair in Stuttgart.

Smart Gripping with Schunk at Hannover

In the years to come, digitalization, mechatronization and automation of production processes, will inspire the emergence of a new mindset in industrial production. The focus here is on three aspects: communication between all the components involved, maximum transparency on the system, component, control and company levels, and finally, flexible responses to external and internal events. Reduction in production costs and set-up times as well as providing efficient, intelligent, mechatronic components is Schunk’s objective moving forward. Intelligent, compact, and easy to operate – that’s how Schunk sees the gripping of tomorrow.

One of Schunk’s latest innovations is the EGL 90 mechatronic parallel gripper. The EGL 90 offers variable gripping force between 50 and 600 N and was specifically developed for industrial applications.

Since the finger position, closing speed, and gripping force are freely programmable within a maximum stroke of 48 mm per finger, diverse components with a weight of up to 3 kg can be precisely handled in force-fit gripping. The gripper fingers can be prepositioned to reduce cycle times. The entire control and power electronics of the EGL are integrated to save space allowing decentralized operation and even mobile use due to the 24V DC operating voltage.

Standard Profibus DP and CAN-Bus interfaces allow fast and easy integration in higher level system controllers. The gripper also features a USB-port as a service interface. A brushless servo motor ensures continuous and reliable operation with no
maintenance required. To maintain the position in the event of a power outage, the gripper features an electrically operated brake.

Since the EGL fulfills industrial standards and the basic version is connected only by means of industrial connectors, installation time is greatly reduced. The powerful mechatronic gripper is compatible with the world’s most extensive standardized line of modules for gripper systems from Schunk. In combination with quick-change systems and other robot accessories, it can significantly increase the flexibility and efficiency of handling processes. It is ideal for diverse applications in the field of industrial assembly technology, mechanical engineering, and lab automation.

Schunk believes the collaboration between humans and robotics will play a significant role in the future. At Hannover Messe 2018, Schunk is exhibiting clever mechatronic components to visionaries as well as practical technicians. With their plug and play 24 V modular system, the gripper system specialist defines a new standard in assembly automation.

“Even though pneumatic components will continue to play an important role, the trend is clearly moving towards mechatronics,” said Henrik A. Schunk, CEO of Schunk. “The digital transformation of industrial production requires a networked interaction between all components involved, especially in the field of handling and assembly. At Hannover, we’ll show how broad the spectrum of mechatronic gripping is, how easy the intelligent modules are to use now, and what opportunities they offer for process monitoring closest to the part, i.e. directly on the workpiece.”

For more information:
Hainbuch America Corp.
Phone: (414) 358-9550
www.hainbuchamerica.com
Röhm Products of America
Phone: (770) 963-8440
www.rohm-products.com
Schunk
Phone: (919) 572-2705
www.schunk.com

Small Toolholding Changes Lead to Job Shop Milling Improvements

Despite the fact that more than 750,000 CNC mills were put into service in the past 15 years in the United States, CNC machining job shops often hover at the bottom of the totem pole where there’s little room for error—as most bids are won by a 1-2 percent price variance. Most low-to-mid volume run production machine shops struggle in achieving their share of the 5-10 percent maximum profit margins typically realized on most jobs.

Given these constant challenges, along with changing consumer demands, overseas competition, a lack of skilled labor, and across-the-board changes in industry—the goal becomes how to improve efficiency, quality, and profits in every business phase. CNC machining job shops are essentially multi-stage process operations where there is potential for improvement at each stage. Consequently, achieving a shop’s potential while expanding its business largely depends on how many of those improvements can be capitalized upon.

Ultimately, being better and faster keeps costs lower while raising the bar on potential profits. The ability to quickly adopt new machine tool technologies and cutting tool strategies becomes paramount to the overall success equation for today’s machining job shop sector.

Vibration and chatter can result in added man hours for gear production. A complex gear must have flawless edges. If it doesn’t, the manufacturer is forced to spend more time on finishing operations to get the component as precise as possible. While the future points at robotics, sensors and automation in workholding and toolholding, there’s also an argument to be made that simple, efficient toolholding...
changes can effective for any job shop.

One of the quickest, simplest investments a job shop can make starts at the spindle with JM Performance Products, Inc. (JMPP) high torque retention knobs. The knobs overcome a key design flaw inherent in CNC v-flange tooling, eliminating the toolholder expansion responsible for costly and ongoing CNC milling and boring issues.

JMPP designed the knobs to be used in existing toolholders to eliminate the bulge at the small end of the holder, which stops it from making full contact with the taper of the spindle. By increasing contact with upwards of 70 percent more spindle surface, a wide range of CNC milling issues are overcome including: vibration and chatter, poor tolerances, non-repeatability, poor finishes, shortened tool life, excessive spindle wear and tear, run-out, and shallow depths of cuts.

According to JMPP President, John Stoneback, “Bridging this gap of missed productivity can conservatively help job shop operations achieve a 10-20 percent competitive advantage per hour via faster set-ups, better feed rates, and more rigid tools—reducing tooling cost by 20-50 percent or more. In essence, every tool on the machine works better and faster to make job shops more competitive and increase profit margins dramatically.”

The fact is all U.S. manufacturers will have to bundle more technology in their products to compete—at home and globally. The power of combining lean manufacturing with modern technology is even more important to today’s small-to-medium job shop where everyone is competing for the same work. The positive short-and-long term effects of optimizing production methods with JMPP’s High Torque retention knobs can help shops realize their full potential with a low risk/high return ROI ratio.

According to JMPP Plant Manager, Craig Fischer, “A small advantage in labor hour savings alone can help impact a job shops’ leverage in getting the job. With payroll hours reduced and machine hours freed up, the collective ability to get more work goes up. Additionally, everyone’s tooling budget keeps going up as the cost of buying carbide from China increases. Factoring in a conservative savings on carbide tooling costs of even 5 percent when using our knobs is significant, as all of these value-added factors collectively add up in a job shop winning more work in today’s competitive climate.”

Key design elements of JMPP’s patented High Torque Retention Knobs include: Longer than traditional retention knobs, with a precision pilot to increase rigidity, a relief below the flange forces threads into a deeper cross section of the toolholder. The knobs are hard turned to ensure precision fit, and are balanced by design with threads cut to start and finish 180 degrees from each other.

For more information:
JM Performance Products, Inc.
Phone: (440) 357-1234
www.jmperformanceproducts.com
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Effect of Non-Metallic Inclusions on Bending Fatigue Performance in High Strength 4140 Steel

Michael E. Burnett, Peter C. Glaws and Daniel K. Gynther

The statements and opinions contained herein are those of the author and should not be construed as an official action or opinion of the American Gear Manufacturers Association.

Introduction

The fatigue performance of three sets of quenched and tempered 4140 steel samples, representing three distinctly different inclusion populations — low oxygen/low sulfur, high oxygen/low sulfur and low oxygen/high sulfur — were evaluated through a series of various bending fatigue tests. Three different bending fatigue tests with differing stress ratios were employed, including: rotating bending (−1); single-tooth bending (0.1); and modified Brugger (0.1). The inclusion populations for each of the three steel sample sets were characterized using both a SEM-based image analysis system, primarily for the micro-inclusions, and a high-resolution UT system for the macro inclusions. All three sample sets were evaluated using both longitudinal and transverse specimens in all the bending fatigue tests. The transverse samples displayed significantly lower fatigue performance (typically ~50% lower fatigue strength values) than the longitudinal samples. Furthermore, the high-sulfur sample set clearly had the lowest performance in the transverse orientation. While there was more scatter with the data on the longitudinal samples, the high-oxygen sample set had a lower fatigue strength and a higher percentage of the failures initiating at subsurface oxides than the other two sample sets.

In general terms, non-metallic inclusions can have a measurable impact on many steel properties. Perhaps most significant is the effect on fatigue properties. Previous studies, compiled and reviewed by Murakami (Ref. 1), have demonstrated that a linear correlation exists between bending and axial fatigue strength and the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) in low- and medium-strength steels. However, in high-strength steels (Hv > 400) (Note: a strong correlation exists between UTS and hardness in these steels. Accordingly, Vickers hardness is often used as a proxy for UTS in many fatigue studies.) the linear correlation fails, and there is significant scatter in the measured fatigue strength (Refs. 1-4). This deviation from linearity often has been attributed to the presence of non-metallic inclusions. In many cases, the fatigue origin, often clearly identifiable by a “fish-eye” pattern, is observed to be subsurface with a non-metallic inclusion located at the center (Fig. 1). The effect of individual inclusions on the fatigue performance, and in particular the fatigue strength, of a given steel will be a function of the inclusion type, size, morphology, and location/orientation with respect to the principle stresses from the applied cyclical load. The properties of the inclusion/matrix interface also can play a significant role.

The effect of non-metallic inclusions, especially oxides, on fatigue performance in bearings, gears, and other high-cyclic load applications has long been a subject of study. Our understanding of the relationship between inclusion content and fatigue performance has been enhanced with the continued improvement of tools and methods employed in steel cleanness measurement.

In the current study, single-gear tooth bending (STB), Brugger beam-type bending and rotating bending fatigue (RBF) tests were conducted on three sets of quenched and tempered 4140 steel samples, representing three distinctly different inclusion populations — low oxygen/low sulfur, high oxygen/low sulfur, and low oxygen/high sulfur. The inclusion populations for the three sample sets were characterized using both an advanced SEM-based image analysis system, primarily for the micro-inclusions, and a high-resolution UT system for the macro-inclusions.

Experimental

Materials. Three sets of 4140 steel samples of varying sulfur and total oxygen contents were employed in this study. Group A was low oxygen/low sulfur; Group B was high oxygen/low sulfur; and Group C was low oxygen/high sulfur. The compositions of each group are provided in Table 1.

The inclusion population of each sample group was fully characterized by SEM-based image analysis and...
high-resolution ultrasonic testing. The key metrics for the oxide inclusion populations were total oxide area; area of large oxides; oxide stringer length; and area (all normalized by sample inspected area). Key metrics for sulfide inclusions included total sulfide area and area of large sulfides. Statistics of extreme values (SEV) analysis was also performed to provide additional information about the inclusion populations.

To provide a description of the oxide and sulfide populations of the three sample groups in terms of an industry standard, the data from the SEM image analysis was configured to generate DIN 50602 values (K0 – K4). The measured values for inclusion population metrics are provided in Tables 2A and 2B. The respective DIN 50602 oxide (OG + OA) and sulfide (SS) plots are shown (Figs. 2A and 2B).

The inclusion evaluation showed that the relationship between total oxide area and oxygen content of the steel was approximately linear. Group B had about twice the total oxygen content, as well as about twice the total oxide area, as compared to Groups A and C. However, the concentration of large oxide inclusions (√Area > 10 or > 20 µm) was significantly higher in Group B, and was not proportional to oxygen content. For example, the concentration of oxides greater than 10 µm was about nine times higher in Group B, compared to Group C (Table 2A). This lack of proportionality was also illustrated by the DIN 50602 K0 – K4 cleanness (OA + OG) results (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, although Groups A and C had the same oxygen content (7 ppm), Group A had a higher concentration of large oxide inclusions and higher DIN 50602 K0–K4 cleanness (OA + OG) results. These results indicate that the concentration of large oxides does not necessarily depend on the oxygen content. Therefore, the oxygen content does not fully predict the nature of the oxide inclusion population.

In regard to sulfide inclusions, the total sulfide area, as well as the area of large sulfide inclusions, was linearly related to the sulfur content of the steel. Group C had a sulfur content that was three times higher than Groups A and B, and

---

**Table 1** Compositions of the 4140 steel sample groups used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Group</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Al*</th>
<th>Ca*</th>
<th>O*</th>
<th>Tot</th>
<th>N*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Low S</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B High S</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Low S</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calcium, total oxygen, and nitrogen concentrations given in ppm.

---

**Table 2A** Measured oxide inclusion microcleanness and macrocleanness metrics for the three sample groups. Values in red are maximums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Group</th>
<th>Oxygen Content (ppm)</th>
<th>Total Oxide Area</th>
<th>Conc. √Area &gt; 10 µm</th>
<th>Conc. √Area &gt; 20 µm</th>
<th>Oxide Stringer Length L &gt; 100 µm</th>
<th>Oxide Stringer Length L &gt; 200 µm</th>
<th>SEV Oxide √Area (µm)</th>
<th>Oxide Stringer Length (µm)</th>
<th>UT Metric (Oxides)</th>
<th>DIN 50602 (Oxide) OG+OA K0/K4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>26.06</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.82/0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56.98</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>20.82</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>52.79</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>1.798</td>
<td>3.92/1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.14</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.28/0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2B** Measured sulfide micro-cleanness metrics for the three sample groups; values in red are maximums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Group</th>
<th>Sulfur Content (wt. %)</th>
<th>Sulfide Area L &gt; 100 µm</th>
<th>DIN 50602 (Sulfide) SS K0/K4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>208.2</td>
<td>5.09/0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>199.4</td>
<td>5.51/0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>565.1</td>
<td>13.56/0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 2A  DIN 50602 K0 — K4 cleanness (OA+OG) results for the three sample groups.
all sulfide inclusion metrics were also approximately three times higher (Table 2B and Fig. 2B). It is important to note that the sulfide count and area metrics were significantly greater than the oxide count and area metrics in all sample groups. Even the high-oxygen/low-sulfur samples (Group B) showed that the concentration of the large sulfides (>100 µm²) was more than four times greater than the concentration of the large oxides (>100 µm²).

**Fatigue Testing**

*Single tooth-bending fatigue.* 4.2 modulus spur gears were manufactured from each steel condition (A, B, and C) and oriented such that both longitudinal and transverse orientations — with respect to inclusion orientation — were bending fatigue tested at the gear teeth root locations (Fig. 3). The gear steel blanks were through-hardened as follows: austenitized at 885 °C (1,625 °F) for 30 minutes at temperature, oil-quenched and tempered at 177 °C (350 °F) for one hour to an average hardness of 55 HRc (~595 Hv). Following heat treat, the gears were finish machined, followed by controlled, dual shot peening to maximize the near-surface compressive stress state in the tooth root area.

The 4140 spur gears were tested on a single tooth bending testing rig (Fig. 4) at one of five pre-selected loads with a load ratio of $R = 0.1$, until root bending fatigue failure occurred, or a run-out condition was met ($10^7$ cycles). Tests were repeated three times at each load for all steel conditions and orientations, and an average value for each test sequence was calculated to compare to one another. The generation of an endurance limit — or fatigue strength — based on various runout conditions was not a goal of this testing mode, as compared to the other two test types, and will not be compared to those tests in that method. The fractured gear teeth were examined under an FE-SEM to locate the initiation site(s), and in the case of inclusion origin failures, the type of the inclusion was documented.

*Brugger bending fatigue.* Modified Brugger bending fatigue specimens (Fig. 5) are designed to simulate a gear tooth root bending condition. The failures occur nearly perpendicular to the
length of the specimen (Fig. 6B) and, as such, longitudinal and transverse blanks were cut from as-rolled bar along the length and transverse to the length to represent these orientations. The Brugger specimens were machined from the blanks to a 16 micro-inch surface finish prior to heat treatment. The specimens were austenitized at 885 °C (1625 °F) for 30 minutes at temperature, oil-quenched and tempered at 177 °C (350 °F) for one hour to an average hardness of 55 HRc (~595 Hv). The finished specimens were then controlled dual shot peened to provide a near-surface compressive stress layer.

Testing was performed at various loads to a ratio of R = 0.1 until failure or a runout condition was met (10⁷ cycles). Testing was performed until a complete S-N type fatigue curve was developed — including multiple runout failures at loads where no failures occurred — to determine an endurance limit for each steel condition and orientation. The fractured specimens were examined under an FE-SEM to locate the initiation site(s) and, in the case of inclusion origin failures, the type of the inclusion was documented.

**Rotating bending fatigue (RBF).** Longitudinal (i.e., parallel to the rolling direction) and transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the rolling direction) RBF specimens from the three sample groups (A, B, and C) were manufactured from the mid-radius portion of the representative bars. The test samples were austenitized at 885 °C (1,625 °F) for 30 minutes at temperature, oil-quenched and tempered at 177 °C (350 °F) for one hour to an average hardness of 55 HRc (~595 Hv). Following the heat treatment, the specimens were finish machined, ground, and polished along the specimen axis to an axial Ra < 2.5 µin (0.06 µm) and a circumferential Ra < 2.0 µin (0.05 µm). An image of the RBF test (RR Moore) specimen and a typical stress profile are shown (Fig. 7).

The 4140 samples from the A, B and C sample groups were fatigue tested in the fully reversing/rotating bending test rig (i.e., stress ratio; R = −1 and mean stress; \( \sigma_m = 0 \)). A minimum of 12 (in most cases, 16 or more) test specimens from each of the three groups (×2 orientations) were run to generate comparative S-N curves. At least two specimens from each group were run at each loading condition. The selected suspension criteria (i.e., runout
The fracture surface of failed test specimens was evaluated using an FE-SEM to determine the initiation point of the fatigue failure. If the fatigue crack initiated at an inclusion, the type was noted.

Two key fatigue metrics were measured for the Brugger and RBF tests. The maximum runout stress (MRS), as the name implies, was the highest stress level at which at least one specimen in a given test group reached the test suspension bogey. The second metric was fatigue strength (FS) (note that the fatigue strength is occasionally referred to as fatigue or endurance limit.), defined as the maximum stress level, at or below which no samples within a group failed. These two metrics are graphically displayed in one of the experimentally generated S-N curves (Group C – Transverse Orientation) shown in Figure 8.

Results

Fatigue results. The fatigue results generated from these three bending fatigue testing methods on the three steel cleanliness conditions and two orientations are presented in Figures 9 A, B, and C. The fatigue strength and maximum runout stress for the Brugger and RBF tests for each sample group and orientation are listed in Table 3. These results essentially compare the testing methods, the steel conditions, and the orientation effects that were tested within this overall effort.

Test type comparison. Based on the test results in Figure 9 and Table 3, it is apparent that fatigue performance was highly dependent on the test type. STB testing consistently had the highest cycles to failure at a given stress level, followed by Brugger testing (~20% lower than STB), and RBF testing (30% to 50% lower than Brugger testing). Similarly, the Brugger test showed higher fatigue strengths and maximum runout stresses than the RBF test (Table 3). Only one runout was obtained for STB testing, for a longitudinal Group B sample tested at 1,650 MPa — well above the maximum runout results for either of the other test methods.
Both the STB and Brugger tests had a cyclic loading ratio (R value) of 0.1, while the RBF test had a cyclic loading ratio of −1. The test results were contrary to the expectation that the RBF test (R = −1) would produce the highest fatigue strength due to the lowest average stress (0). Both the STB and Brugger tests (R = 0.1) had a positive average stress. A possible explanation for the unexpected relationship between test type and fatigue performance will be explored in the discussion section of this paper.

**Steel variant and orientation comparison.** The fatigue test results showed that sample orientation had a significant effect on fatigue performance. In RBF testing the fatigue strength of the transverse samples was about one-half of the longitudinal samples, and in Brugger testing it was about one-half to two-thirds. A fatigue strength was not determined in STB testing; however, the transverse samples had fewer cycles-to-failure at a given stress level than the longitudinal samples.

In testing of longitudinal samples, Group B (high oxygen) generally had the lowest fatigue performance. Specifically, in longitudinal STB testing, Group B had significantly fewer cycles-to-failure at the stress levels of 1,753 MPa and 2,022 MPa. At 1,753 MPa, Group B had 78% and 88% fewer cycles than Groups A and C, and at 2,022 MPa, Group B had 67% and 59% fewer cycles, respectively. In longitudinal Brugger tests, the fatigue strength and maximum runout stress only varied by about 4% between the sample groups. This suggests that the inclusion population had a limited effect on the longitudinal Brugger test. However, in longitudinal RBF tests the high-oxygen steel (Group B) had 8–16% lower fatigue strength and maximum runout stress than the two low-oxygen steels. Due to the differences in performance between the low-oxygen steels, the fatigue results were also compared with respect to the concentration of large oxide inclusions. This analysis revealed that the fatigue performance showed a better correlation to the concentration of large oxide inclusions than to oxygen content (Fig. 10A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Orientation</th>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Transverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen Content (ppm)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxide Conc. √A &gt; 10 μm</td>
<td>2.17 7.45 0.81</td>
<td>2.17 7.45 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur Content (wt%)</td>
<td>0.007 0.008 0.024</td>
<td>0.007 0.008 0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugger FS (MPa)</td>
<td>1300 1250 1300</td>
<td>750 850 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugger MRS (MPa)</td>
<td>1400 1400 1350</td>
<td>900 850 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF FS (MPa)</td>
<td>877 804 955</td>
<td>412 402 366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF MRS (MPa)</td>
<td>967 882 999</td>
<td>527 533 407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9  Fatigue plots for the A — STB (each point is an average of 3 tests; B — Brugger and C — RBF plots for all steel groups.
In testing of transverse samples, Group C (high sulfur) consistently had the lowest fatigue performance. In transverse STB testing, Group C had 57% and 85% fewer cycles at 1,281 MPa than Groups A and B, and 36% and 32% fewer cycles at 1,753 MPa, respectively. In transverse Brugger testing the fatigue strength of Group C was about 20–30% lower than groups A and B. In transverse RBF testing, Group C had a fatigue strength that was about 10% lower than both Groups A and B. The effect of sulfur content on fatigue strength and maximum runout stress in Brugger and RBF testing is illustrated in Figure 10B.

Fractography results. The fracture surface of a majority of the failed test specimens were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to locate and characterize the fracture initiation site(s). All fracture initiation sites were located either at a non-metallic inclusion or at the specimen surface with no inclusion present. In cases where fracture initiation occurred at a non-metallic inclusion, the initiation sites were further categorized by inclusion type (oxide, sulfide, etc.). The number of fracture initiation sites (single vs. multiple) was also noted. Examples of a surface, oxide, and sulfide initiation site are shown (Fig. 11).

Specimen orientation and sample group comparison. In Figure 12 the frequency of each fracture initiation type by sample group and orientation is shown for each test method. As illustrated in the figure, specimen orientation had a dramatic effect on fracture initiation type. Transverse specimen fractures were predominantly sulfide-initiated while longitudinal specimen fractures were largely surface-initiated or oxide
When data from all test methods and sample groups were combined, 88% of all transverse specimen fractures were sulfide-initiated, compared to just 1% of longitudinal specimens.

In Brugger and STB testing of longitudinal specimens, nearly all fractures were surface-initiated and little group-to-group variation was observed. It is worth noting that 52% of surface initiations in Brugger testing were located at the corner (surface transition from horizontal to the R1.6 radius) of the specimen. In RBF testing of longitudinal specimens a significantly higher rate of oxide inclusion initiation was observed in Group B (high concentration of large oxides) compared to Groups A and C. Oxide inclusions initiated 67% of longitudinal Group B failures, compared to 33% and 20% in Groups A and C, respectively.

In testing of transverse specimens, Group C (high sulfur) had the highest frequency of multiple sulfide initiation sites for all test methods. In RBF testing, 100% of transverse Group C specimens had multiple sulfide initiation sites, and in Brugger and STB testing, the frequency was approximately 50%.

**Magnitude of applied Stress.** In addition to sample orientation and sample group, the level of applied stress also had a significant effect on the fracture initiation type of longitudinal specimens. At stress levels where multiple failures were observed, inclusion-initiated failures increased in frequency with decreasing applied stress (Fig. 13). In RBF testing, the frequency of inclusion initiations was 80% at 900 to 1,000 MPa, 50% at 1,000 to 1,100 MPa, and 25% at 1,100 to 1,200 MPa. Similarly, in Brugger and STB testing, inclusion-initiated failures were only observed at the lowest level of applied stress at which multiple failures occurred.
Discussion
As noted previously, the RR Moore RBF results present some of the more interesting results in regard to the effects of inclusions on fatigue properties. As such, the primary test for discussion will be the RBF results and the impact of the inclusion population on the fatigue properties for this test mode. However, the discussion will begin by comparing the three different test types and the types of information obtained from each. It was noted that there was a large discrepancy in fatigue results between these tests, i.e.—on the order of nearly a factor of 2 between the highest and lowest test results for the same steel conditions.

**Single-tooth bend test.** The higher-stress/cycle results observed in the single-tooth bend test—as compared to the other tests for all steels and orientations—suggests a difference in this test method compared to the other methods. It is also apparent that the peened surface on these samples was not effective in preventing surface initiation and may have resulted in an overriding degradation of surface finish, which resulted in the high quantity of surface failures. Since most of the longitudinal tests were surface-initiated, while most transverse tests were inclusion-initiated, it is unlikely that the effect was due to a surface stress condition.

However, this test did in fact differentiate between the low and high oxide levels in the longitudinal orientation, showing lower cycles to failure for the higher-oxide group (showed similar results to transverse tests), indicating that the dirty steel condition resulted in a significant compromising of the STB fatigue results. This was true even though the initiation location of many of the longitudinal tests was at the surface rather than at a subsurface inclusion. The transverse test showed the general reduction in fatigue properties, as compared to longitudinal, and the cycles to failure tended to trend opposite the volume of inclusions present, with multiple initiation sites resulting in the lowest cycles to failure.

**Brugger bending test.** The Brugger stress/cycle results were intermediate, as compared to the other two tests, possibly for reasons, described later on, related to stressed volume factors. This test also suffered from a high quantity of surface

---

**Figure 13** Plots showing the frequency of each fracture initiation type (oxide, sulfide, etc.) of longitudinal specimens vs. the maximum applied stress in RBF testing (A); Brugger testing (B); and STB testing (C).
failures in the longitudinal orientation, indicating that the compressive stresses on the peened surface may not have been effective at preventing surface-initiated failures. Furthermore, a large number of the surface initiation sites (52%) were located at the corner of the Brugger specimen, suggesting that a geometric stress concentration promoted fracture initiation at this location. As a result inclusions played a very limited role in failure of the longitudinal specimens, and the high-oxide variant had only 4% lower fatigue strength. The sulfides dominated the transverse fatigue origin sites for each steel variant and applied load, resulting in a relationship between sulfur level and fatigue strength. As such, this test was probably least sensitive to inclusion content, type, and orientation, requiring more macro shifts between the steel variants to affect the fatigue performance.

**RR Moore rotating bending test.** A number of observations can be extracted from the measured RBF fatigue data. Perhaps the most apparent information from the S-N fatigue data (Figs. 9 and 10; Table 3) is that the transverse samples from each sample group displayed significantly lower fatigue life at a given load, and about half the fatigue strength than found for the corresponding longitudinal samples. Experimental data from an early study by Sumita et al. (Ref. 5) revealed a corresponding difference in fatigue strength between longitudinal and transverse specimens in medium- and high-strength steels (HV > 300), but no cause was assigned. The measured fatigue strength ratios from the current study are in reasonable accord with reported ratio values found in the literature (Ref. 6). Upon closer inspection of the data, the ratio of longitudinal to transverse-measured fatigue strengths appears to be a function of sulfur content of the steel (Fig. 14). This may be expected, given that the measured total inclusion areas (oxides + sulfides, but dominated by sulfides) perpendicular to the applied stress for Group C were more than twice that of either Group A or B.

Further review of the fatigue data with regard to inclusion population metrics on the transverse specimen indicates that the high-sulfur sample group (C) displayed the poorest fatigue performance in this orientation. The measured fatigue strength of the C samples, containing 0.024% S, was about 10% below that measured on sample groups A and B, which contained about one-third the sulfur and, equivalently, had approximately one-third the measured sulfide area.

The S-N results on the longitudinal samples were more scattered than was found with the transverse samples. This may be due to the initiation location (both radially and axially) differences between these two orientations, as discussed later. Still, it is clear that the high-oxide sample group (B) had approximately a 10 to 15% lower MRS and FS than the two low-oxide sample groups. This result is in directional accord with findings reported in the literature (Refs. 7–9).

These effects in both sample orientations are clearly shown (Figs. 15A and 15B). The fatigue metric (MRS and FS) values for the longitudinal samples are plotted as a function of the oxide cleanliness in terms of DIN 50602 (OG + OA) K1 values (Fig. 15A), while the fatigue metric values for the transverse samples are plotted as a function of the sulfide population, as defined by the measured DIN 50602 SS K1 values (Fig. 15B).

Another observation from this study was the reasonably consistent difference in the location of the fatigue fracture along the specimen axis between longitudinal and transverse test specimens.

Given the hour-glass geometry of the standard RBF test (RR Moore) specimen, the highest tensile stresses in the absence of internal defects (e.g., nonmetallic inclusions) and surface imperfections occur at the surface of the mid-length of the specimen. Accordingly, it may be expected that most of the test samples would fracture at or very near the mid-length of the specimen. As shown in Figure 16, the measured length difference of the mating halves of the failed test specimen indicated that average axial fracture location on the transverse samples was significantly and consistently closer to the mid-length point of the specimen than was found with the longitudinal samples.

This observation may be reflective of the following facts: the fatigue failures in the transverse samples were primarily associated with MnS stringers, which were significantly more abundant (and likely more uniformly distributed) than the oxide inclusions where most of the failures in the longitudinal samples occurred. Accordingly, there would be a greater probability that the highest stresses would occur closer to the mid-length position in the transverse samples. Whereas in the longitudinal inclusion-initiated samples the highest stresses would be a combination of the applied and local stresses located around the inclusion. This may also account for the higher level of scatter in the longitudinal data, as this combination of stresses would be dependent both on the applied load and the inclusion population present.

The results of the current study...
demonstrate the adverse effect of oxide inclusions on the fatigue life in the axial orientation. While a 10 to 15% difference in fatigue strength between the high- and low-oxide sample sets is not particularly large, the difference has been shown to be statistically significant. Furthermore, this detrimental effect of oxide population is directionally consistent with results reported in much of the literature (Refs. 7–13).

One possible explanation for the smaller-than-expected effect on fatigue performance is related to stressed volume. As recently reported, axial fatigue studies by Furuya (Ref. 14) on SCM440 steel (similar to 4140) demonstrated the importance of relative stressed volume when evaluating the impact of steel cleanness (oxide population) on fatigue performance of two specimen sizes. The detrimental impact of cleanness on fatigue was observed with both specimen types. However, the single melt (higher oxygen) larger specimen that had a calculated stressed volume of 781 mm$^3$, showed 25% lower fatigue strength than the double-melt (low-oxygen) samples. While in the smaller specimen, with a stressed volume of only 33 mm$^3$, the difference was between 5 and 10%.

Interestingly, in the current study both the measured 10 to 15% difference in fatigue strength between the high- and low-oxygen sample groups and calculated stressed volume of the RBF specimen, about 23 mm$^3$, were both very similar to the results with the smaller specimen used in Furuya’s work.

The size of the stressed volume may also offer a possible reason for the discrepancy in fatigue performance between...
the three tests. The RBF specimen had the highest stressed volume (about 23 mm³) and the lowest fatigue performance. The Brugger specimen had an intermediate stressed volume (about 5 mm³) and an intermediate fatigue performance relative to the two other tests. Finally, the STB specimens had the smallest stressed volume (about 4 mm³) and the highest fatigue performance.

Summary

Three sample sets of quenched and tempered 4140 steel, with varying levels of oxygen and sulfur, were subjected to a series of single-tooth bending, Brugger bending, and rotating bending fatigue tests. Test specimens were prepared in both longitudinal and transverse orientations.

Oxide and sulfide inclusion populations of all three sample sets were thoroughly characterized employing both SEM image analysis and high-resolution ultrasonic methods. The key cleanliness metrics were in reasonable accord with the measured total oxygen and sulfur contents of the steel sample sets.

The following observations and conclusions can be drawn from this study:

The oxygen contents of the steels did not fully predict the nature of the oxide inclusion populations. Based on SEM-based image analysis, Group B had roughly twice the oxygen content of Group C, but the concentration of large oxides (diameter > 10 μm) was about nine times greater. Furthermore, Groups A and C had the same oxygen content, yet the concentration of large oxides in Group A was three times greater than in Group C.

Sample orientation had a significant effect on the fatigue performance and failure modes in each of three test methods. In RBF testing the fatigue strength of the transverse samples was about one-half of the longitudinal samples; in the Brugger testing it was about one-half-to-two-thirds. In STB testing a fatigue strength was not determined; however, the transverse samples had fewer cycles to failure at a given stress level than the longitudinal samples. In each test method a large majority of transverse failures were sulfide inclusion-initiated, while very few longitudinal failures were sulfide-initiated.

The fatigue performance and failure mode of transverse samples was dependent on the sulfur content of the steel. The high-sulfur sample set (Group C) had approximately 10% lower fatigue strength in RBF testing, and approximately 20–30% lower in Brugger testing. In STB testing, Group C samples had consistently fewer cycles to failure. In all test methods, Group C had a high frequency of failures with multiple sulfide initiation sites (as opposed to a single initiation site).

The fatigue performance of longitudinal samples in RBF and STB testing was dependent on the concentration of large oxide inclusions. Furthermore, the concentration of large oxide inclusions provided a better prediction of fatigue performance than oxygen content. In RBF testing, Group B (highest concentration of large oxides) had a fatigue strength that was 8% lower than Group A and 16% lower than Group C. In STB testing, Group B samples had 59 to 88% fewer cycles to failure at a given stress level. In RBF testing, the failure mode of longitudinal samples was also dependent on the concentration of large oxides. Group B had the highest rate of oxide-initiated failures (67%), followed by Group A (33%) and Group C (20%).
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Introduction

The most important criteria for the design of a gearbox is a sufficient strength of all components. There are, however, different ways to define this demand. The two most common ones are either defining minimum required safety factors for a given lifetime or prescribing a minimum likelihood to achieve a certain lifetime, often expressed in the reliability of a component within a given lifetime. This paper discusses the different approaches and the relationship between the safety factors and the calculation of the reliabilities. It will concentrate on ISO and AGMA standards for gears, shafts and bearings and will only discuss endurance calculations, no static calculations.

After an introduction to the concept of reliability calculation based on the book of Bernd Bertsche (Ref.2), an example to show the difference between safety factor and reliability is given. After that, the built-in reliability coefficients of ISO 281 and AGMA 2001-D04 are compared to the general approach in Bertsche.

Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Reliability (of a single component)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Lifetime/number of load cycles (depends on context)</td>
<td>h/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tp</td>
<td>Number of load cycles without failure</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Characteristic service life (in cycles) with 63.2% probability of failure (or 36.8% reliability)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Weibull form parameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fS</td>
<td>Factor according to Table 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l0</td>
<td>Achievable service life of the component with a failure probability p</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>Achievable service life of the component with 0.1 (10%) probability of failure</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Specific probability of failure</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Reliability factor from ISO 281</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks</td>
<td>Reliability factor from AGMA 2001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Art of Designing a Gearbox

When challenged with the job of designing a new gearbox, the engineer has several suitable calculation methods available for the sizing of the components. Typically, these methods determine the maximum effective stress in the component and the permissible stress for the current case. The detail level of modeling can be very different, ranging from simple assumptions to sophisticated models. In most cases, the methods deliver a safety factor in the end, which is the quotient of permissible stress over effective stress.

Due to commercial demands (cost reduction and sales increase), the sizing process has a design lifetime as a required parameter in its center. Ideally, all components should fail at the same time. Since the failure of the first critical component normally determines the end of life of the complete gear box, each component that is designed for a longer lifetime is, in this sense, overdesigned and generates unnecessary costs. For consumer products, there might be additional requirements to reduce the lifetime of the product to sell replacements.

Inside the methods, the parameter lifetime influences the permissible stress by making it dependent on the number of load cycles. This follows the idea that the damage to a part is caused by the change in stress and leads to S-N curves for the selected materials. With this, the safety factor depends on the number of load cycles.

With this procedure at hand, everything seems well-defined, and indeed in practice, this approach has worked very well. However, expecting the components to fail at the exact number of load cycles defined for the lifetime means asking too much. The S-N curves for a specific material are based on tests conducted. In these tests, samples are exposed to alternating load and the number of load cycles until failure is recorded. Of course, the results show a certain variation. The final S-N curve is therefore a statistically extracted curve for a given failure probability. Several standards define the procedure on how to perform this extraction, for instance (Ref. 11).

For the sake of clarity, we will first define the central variables. Design life, achievable life. In this paper, we are only looking at fatigue strength due to changing stresses. If there are changes in stress, there are also load cycles. Typically, there are a number of hours given, which is the planned lifetime for the component or the machine. Since questions might arise on how to interpret this number (percentage of up-time considered, changing speeds), it is a good idea to transfer the hours into load cycles. In this way we end up with a number of load cycles the machine is designed for — the design life. And we might determine the maximum number of load cycles until the machine fails with a certain likelihood — this is the achievable life.

Effective stress; permissible stress; safety factor. Due to the loads applied, there is a stress distribution inside the components. This stress is time-dependent, changing with the load cycles. Typically, the maximum stress is calculated with a constant part (mean value) and a transient part (amplitude). For endurance, only the amplitude of the stress is relevant. The stress used for the strength assessment is called “effective stress.”
On the other hand, the material of the component can endure a maximum stress level for a given number of load cycles, i.e. — the “permissible stress.” The quotient of permissible stress over effective stress gives the safety factor. This safety factor must be larger than a threshold value to fulfill the requirements. This threshold value is called the “required safety factor.”

S-N curve. The basis of most methods is an S-N curve that defines the permissible stress limit over the number of load cycles. The name “S-N curve” simply comes from the fact that it shows a stress (S) over the number of load cycles (N).

The basis for this curve is a series of tests in which test specimens were subjected to load under standardized conditions until they failed. The number of load cycles until failure at a given load level is recorded and represents the result of one of these tests. However, if a test is repeated several times with the same load conditions, and all other environmental parameters fixed, still no one would expect all specimens to fail at the exact same number of load cycles. Rather, there will be some scattering of the results. So, some statistical evaluation needs to be done to produce an S-N curve. Figure 1 shows a typical result of a gear test with constant torque levels and the resulting scattering of load cycles until failure.

For bearings, the scattering can get quite extreme. Figure 2 shows a graph from Harris (Ref. 1). On the y-axis, the number of load cycles is found; on the x-axis is the percentage of failed bearings. The first bearing fails after about 30·10^6 revolutions, and the last one after 1,800·10^6 revolutions. The result is a factor of 60 from the first to the last! The L_{10} lifetime in this case — where 10% of the bearings failed and 90% are still working — would be about 120·10^6 revolutions. This is about 4 times more than the first failure and 15 times less than the last one.

Assuming an arbitrary number of tests were conducted to allow statistical evaluation, the combination of all tests at a specific load level requires the definition of a
probability value. Changing the probability shifts the S-N curve horizontally.

**Damage.** The calculation methods discussed here all follow the concept of damage accumulation. This assumes that small cracks or failures in the material structure are enlarged due to the changing stress levels. The theory predicts the growth of the crack following a logarithmic law. The ratio of design life over achievable life is called “damage.” The idea is that the same length on the load cycle’s axis (which is scaled logarithmically) corresponds to the same amount of damage caused. The damage is usually expressed as a percentage, with the idea that reaching 100% damage means failure. Mathematically, damage larger than 100% is possible.

**Relationships.** Figure 3 shows the relationships between the terms described above. It starts with an appropriate number of tests, which in conjunction with a given failure probability, lead to an S-N-curve. The curve defines the permissible stress over the number of load cycles, so if we use the graph with a given number of load cycles (design life), we find the corresponding permissible stress (green arrows). On the other hand, if we have a given effective stress, then we can read the achievable life from the diagram (orange arrows). The quotient of permissible stress over effective stress gives the safety factor. And finally, the ratio of design life to achievable life defines the damage.

### Methods to Dimension a Gearbox

There are different approaches used for designing a gearbox. The simplest one is to determine the stresses in the components and make sure to stay below a given threshold that comes from experience. This approach is not very sophisticated, since it blanks out many influences that affect the permissible stress. Still, it is commonly used, especially when FEMs (finite element methods) are applied, simply because an FEM can only calculate the effective stress — not the permissible.

An alternative is the application of a standardized method (or textbook method). The most common concept here is the determination of the effective stress by applying simplified models leading to analytical formulations. In a second step, the permissible stress is calculated (or read from a table) and compared to the effective stress by calculating the safety factor. Instead of a safety factor, some methods provide the exposure of the material. This is basically the same, only expressed in a different way. As a design requirement, a minimum safety factor (or maximum exposure) is given.

Some of the standardized methods for bearings calculation, like ISO 281 (Ref. 3), directly deliver an achievable life out of the loads. In the case of the bearings, the loads are the forces in radial and axial direction.

If load spectra are applied, a different approach is the calculation of damage. The advantage is that damage is more easily compared across different components than safety factors.

### Failure Probability of Machine Elements

All the above methods have one major weakness in common: they are based on an intrinsic failure probability which differs from method to method (Table 1). Therefore if a shaft has a calculated safety factor of 1.2 and a gear root has a safety factor of 1.3, it is not clear which is the more critical component. As well, the calculated life of a bearing and of a gear are not directly

### Table 1  Probability of failure used by various calculation methods when determining material properties (Ref. 8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation procedure</th>
<th>Probability of damage $p$</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaft, DIN 743</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>Assumed, not documented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft, FKM guideline</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft, AGMA 6001</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>If $K_c = 0.817$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing, ISO 281</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>If factor $a_1 = 1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth flank, ISO 6336, DIN 3990</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth bending, ISO 6336, DIN 3990</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth flank, AGMA 2001</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>If reliability factor $K_p = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth bending, AGMA 2001</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>If reliability factor $K_b = 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A material strength value with a failure probability of 90% is higher than a material strength value with a failure probability of 99%. So if the 90% failure probability is applied, the safety factor is greater and the element has both a greater service life and a lower damage rate for its design life. Damage that is calculated using the methods prescribing different failure probabilities cannot be compared directly. A gear unit may fail because a part that is not considered to be critical breaks prematurely. This happens quite frequently in real life.

To overcome this problem, the reliability concept can be used. Here the result is a curve that shows the probability of failure of a component or a system over the lifetime. When statistical parameters such as the scatter of results in a standard distribution are determined on the basis of measurements on probes, a probability of failure as a function of time (or cycles) can be determined using a statistical approach. The opposite of the probability of failure is called “reliability.” Therefore, since the reliability calculation takes into consideration the inherent failure probability (Table 1), the calculated reliability at design life of different parts can be compared effectively with each other. Also, at a given probability level the component with the smallest achievable life is the critical component of the system.

**Probability distributions.** In statistics, probability distributions are used to describe stochastic processes (see numerous textbooks, e.g. — Ref. 9). A probability distribution is a function that gives the likelihood of an event for a specific value of a probability variable. In our case the event is failure (or survival) and the probability variable is the number of load cycles.

The reliability function \( R(t) \) gives the probability of survival until \( t \) load cycles. The values of \( R(t) \) range between 0.0 and 1.0, often expressed in percent: \( R(t) \cdot 100\% \). In principal, \( t \) is an integer value; however, due to the large number of load cycles (from several thousand to billions), we can treat it like a real value and use the existing theories.

For the definition of a probability distribution, the first derivative \( R'(t) \) is defined, i.e. — the so-called density. The density is a function that defines the probability of the event happening at a given number of load cycles.

The most common distribution for general purposes is the normal distribution. This distribution is defined by the mean value \( \mu \) and the standard deviation \( \sigma \). The density of the normal distribution is symmetric to \( \mu \). The standard deviation \( \sigma \) controls how wide the distribution is; although for small \( \sigma \) the density looks like it becomes zero with enough distance from the mean, it never actually does. So also for negative values of \( t \) there is a positive likelihood that failure occurs. Furthermore, the failure rate \( R'(t)/R(t) \) of the normal distribution is increasing over \( t \). Due to these limitations, the normal distribution is not very often used in reliability engineering.

A more general approach is the Weibull distribution. Two variants are possible — the two-parametric and three-parametric Weibull distribution, where the two parametric is a special case of the three parametric.

The two-parametric Weibull distribution leads to the reliability function:

\[
R(t) = e^{-\left(\frac{t}{\theta}\right)^b}
\]

where \( T \) is the characteristic lifetime (defined by the condition \( R(T) = 0.632 \)) and \( b \) is the shape parameter.

The three-parametric Weibull distribution has \( t_0 \) as a third parameter, which shifts the first occurrence of failure to the point \( t_0 \) by the substitution:

\[
t \rightarrow T - t_0
\]

This substitution gives the reliability function:

\[
R(t) = e^{-\left(\frac{T-t_0}{\theta}\right)^b}
\]

In practice, the Weibull distribution can be used to model a wide variety of real-world scenarios, with the most famous one being the “bathtub curve.” For this, three sections with individual parameters — \( t_0, T, \text{ and } b \) — are defined, the first with a monotonous decreasing failure rate, the second with a constant failure rate, and finally a third section with increasing failure rate.

**Determining the reliability of machine elements.** There are currently no mechanical engineering standards that include the calculation of probability. A classic source for this calculation is Bertsche’s book (Ref. 2), in which the possible processes have been described in great detail. Bertsche recommends the use of the 3-parameter Weibull distribution.

To simplify the writing of the equations, we define the lifetime \( L_p \) as the lifetime with reliability \( R(L_p) = (100-p) \% \). Both \( p \) and \( R(t) \) are usually expressed in percent (%). To apply the Weibull distribution, several parameters are needed that depend on the type of component (gear, bearing, shaft). Bertsche tabulates the shape parameter \( b \) and a factor \( f_{lb} \) that relates \( t_0 \) to the lifetime with 10% failure probability, \( L_{10} \), see Equation 5.

With these parameters, \( T \) and \( t_0 \) can be derived from the achievable life of the component, \( L_p \), as follows (with failure probability \( p \) according to the calculation method from Table 1, \( b \) and \( f_{lb} \) from Table 2, according to Bertsche):

\[
T=\frac{L_p-f_{lb}\cdot L_{10}}{\ln (1-p)+f_{lb}\cdot L_{10}}
\]

\[
t_0=f_{lb}\cdot L_{10}
\]

\[
L_{10}=\frac{f_{lb}}{\ln (1-p)+f_{lb}} \cdot \ln \left(\frac{L_p}{(1-f_{lb})\cdot \ln (1-p)+f_{lb}}\right)
\]

In Table 2 the parameter \( b \) has a wide range for breakage of shafts and tooth root. Bertsche comments in his book that for \( b \), this is due to the confidence intervals of the statistical analysis (some of the test batches were relatively small), but also because the shape parameter \( b \) depends on the stress level: the higher the stress level, the larger the shape parameter.

For \( f_{lb} \), however, it is mainly for gears with pitting as failure mode where the interval gets large. Here Bertsche states that this is due to a small number of tests available. He also voices the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Factors for a Weibull distribution according to Bertsche (Ref.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shafts</td>
<td>0.7 to 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball bearing</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller bearing</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth flank</td>
<td>0.4 to 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth root</td>
<td>0.8 to 0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4  Example gearbox modelled in KISSsys.

Figure 5  Calculated reliability curves.
hope that further tests could narrow this range down.

Equation (1) for \( R(t) \) can now be used to display the progression of reliability over time (or number of cycles) as a graphic. The load cycle values \( t_a \) and \( T \) can then be calculated after a service life calculation. Equations 4–6, using the achievable service life \( L_{sp} \), can be used for this purpose.

**An example application.** To illustrate the differences between the concept of safety factors and reliability, an example is shown. Figure 4 shows the model of a two-stage gearbox in KISSsys (Ref. 10). The design life is 5,000h. So, the critical component appears to be gear 1 with a flank safety factor of slightly below 1.0 (0.996) (see box “1”). The bearings have a calculated lifetime of above 7,000 hours (see box 2) and thus seem to be on the safe side.

However, looking at the graph in Figure 5 showing the reliability curves of some selected elements of the gearbox, the situation is more complex. In this graph the reliability was calculated according to the method of Bertsche (Ref. 2). The dark red curve shows the reliability of the flank for gear 1. For most probability levels, this curve is left of the two bearing curves shown, confirming the assessment from before. But this is only true for relatively low probabilities; the lower horizontal orange line is on the 90% probability level. Here, gear 1 indeed has the shorter lifetime. Still, this is above the required 5,000h design life, which is marked with the vertical blue line.

At 99% probability, the bearing life is much lower — about 3,000 hours. This is marked with the upper horizontal dark orange line. So, the more critical components are indeed the bearings. The curve for gear 1 crosses the 99% line left of the 5,000-hour bar, confirming the safety factor smaller than one.

Finally, the pink curve shows the reliability of the whole system. It is, by definition, always the left-most curve. The more components are considered, the further left this curve is moving. It is interesting to observe that for the system, the lifetime with a probability of 99% survival is about 1,800 hours, and for 90% reliability, it is about 3,000 hours. The probability of reaching the design life of 5,000 hours with this gearbox without failure is only about 73%.

### Comparison of Bertsche with the Standards

Some standards, such as AGMA 2001-D04 (Ref. 7) or ISO 281 (Ref. 3), foresee factors to change the underlying failure probability of the calculation. It is thus a natural question of how well these factors compare to the approach of Bertsche.

**Bearing lifetime per ISO 281.** First, we look at ISO 281. As mentioned, bearings show a wide scattering of the results when lifetime tests are conducted. Therefore the approach for bearings is slightly different than the other methods. The method does not calculate effective stresses and a safety factor for a given lifetime, but directly a lifetime that is reached with a certain likelihood. So, it is easy to compare with the formulae in Bertsche.

In ISO 281 the factor \( a_1 \) is used to take different reliabilities into account (Table 3). The factor is directly multiplied to the lifetime \( L_{10} \) for 90% reliability, so it is straightforward to interpret (e.g. \( L_1 \) for 99% reliability equals to 0.25\( L_{10} \)). To compare this factor with the values used by Bertsche, we calculate \( f_{1b} \) from \( a_1 \):
We can use this relationship to calculate the lifetime ratio 
\( a_{\text{Bertsche}} (p) = \frac{L_p}{L_{10}} \) for a given \( f_{\text{bl}} \):

\[
a_{\text{Bertsche}} (p) = b \sqrt{\ln (p)} - f_{\text{bl}} \left( \sqrt{\ln (p)} - 1 \right) \ln (0.9)
\]  

Figures 6 and Figure 7 show the results. Bertsche proposes a range of 0.1 ≤ \( f_{\text{bl}} \) ≤ 0.3. For a large range of the probability, this is fulfilled, only for reliabilities above 99.5%, \( f_{\text{bl}} \) drops below the lower limit. Figure 7 shows the lifetime ratios of ISO 281 over Bertsche. Until 99% probability, the ratio is close to 1, so both methods give nearly the same results. Then ISO 281 gets more conservative and for 99.95% reliability, the standard predicts about 50% of the lifetime compared to Bertsche.

So, for the most common range of requested reliability from 90% to 99%, both methods give similar results. For higher probabilities, ISO 281 is more conservative.

**Gear strength per AGMA 2001-D04.**

The second method we investigate is AGMA 2001-D04, “Fundamental Rating Factors and Calculation Methods for Involute Spur and Helical Gear Teeth” (Ref. 7). In the example given, we only focus on root fracture; the same statements can be made for flank failure (pitting).

The aforementioned method features a reliability factor \( K_R \) which reduces or increases the allowable root stress number \( S_{yt} \):

\[
S_{yt} = \frac{S_{yt}Y_N}{S_{yt}K_{t}K_{g}}
\]  

Table 5 shows the values of \( K_R \) for different failure probabilities. Since AGMA 2001 does not explicitly calculate an achievable lifetime (although for a given safety factor, the respective lifetime can be calculated using this standard), it is not possible, like for the bearings above, to directly compare the reliability factor with results from Bertsche. So here we use a different approach: we use a commercial software package (KISSsoft; Ref. 10) to calculate the achievable lifetime for a given gear set according to AGMA 2001 by varying the design life until we have a safety factor of 1.0.
use these values to calculate the Bertsche parameters $T$ and $t_0$. If both methods match, the parameters are nearly constant.

The gear set is defined in Table 4.

For a reliability of 99%, we get an achievable lifetime of 7.8 hours (failure of root on gear 2). The Bertsche parameters for this point are calculated as $T = 11.7$ hours and $t_0 = 7.6$ hours.

Now we switch to 90% probability, which means a reliability factor $K_{R} = 0.85$ is applied. The achievable lifetime increases to 57.5 hours. The Bertsche parameters are now $T = 77.4$h and $t_0 = 50.3$h. Obviously, AGMA and Bertsche use a different statistical model.

In a second experiment we calculated the lifetime for 90% reliability based on the Bertsche parameters for 99% reliability. This results in a lifetime of 8.7h. To find the corresponding value for $K_R$, we solve (Eq.19) for $K_R$:

$$K_R = \frac{\sigma_Y Y_a}{3K_{1,0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

We change the allowable stress number in the software manually to reach the lifetime of 8.7h. Introducing this value into (Eq.20), we find $K_{R,\text{Bertsche}} = 0.989$. Doing the same with a reliability of 99.9%, we find $K_{R,\text{Bertsche}} = 1.004$.

Figure 8 shows the resulting lifetimes for different probability levels from 50% to 99.99%, as defined in Table 5 for both AGMA and Bertsche, plotted into the respective S-N curve for 99% reliability. While the AGMA results seem very scattered, the results from Bertsche are in a very small interval. Both results, compared to the measurements in Figure 1, seem too extreme. This, however, cannot be generalized from a single example, so further investigation in this field would make sense to optimize the statistical models of the methods.

**Summary**

The reliability concept may be used to increase the transparency of the results of strength calculations of gearbox components. The method according to Bertsche is easily applicable, and the results seem reasonable. Compared to the reliability factor $a_1$ inside ISO 281, there is a very good match of both concepts. However, in comparison to the reliability factor $K_R$ from AGMA 2001, there are large differences. It seems that AGMA exaggerates the effect of the probability level, whereas Bertsche underestimates it. But for a final evaluation, more detailed investigations would be necessary. Looking at the improved information for the engineer coming out of the reliability concept, further work in this field seems well justified.

**References**

10. KISSsoft/KISSsys; Calculation Programs for Machine Design; www.KISSsoft. AG.
Germany

OFFICIALLY RELEASES DIN ISO 1328-1:2018-3

Germany has officially released DIN ISO 1328-1:2018-03, and thereby has joined the United States, U.K., France and Japan in adopting ISO 1328-1 Cylindrical gears — ISO system of flank tolerance classification — Part 1: Definitions and allowable values of deviations relevant to flanks of gear teeth, without modification, as their national standard.

Now the gearing community has a single globally adopted standard for classification of gears by elemental measurements. This standard applies to gears from 5 to 1,000 teeth, diameters from 5 mm up to 15 meters, facewidths from 4 mm to 1.2 meters, normal modules from 0.5 to 70, and helix angles up to 45°. In other words, it applies to practically all cylindrical gears. Its stated goal is to provide "the gear manufacturer and the gear buyer with a mutually advantageous reference for uniform tolerances."

There are also annexes covering runout, sector pitch deviation, adjacent pitch difference, and single flank composite testing. This standard not only provides formulas for tolerances, but also includes requirements on how the measured data is to be filtered and interpreted. In the past there was no guidance given on data filtering, and differences in filtering can result in different reported results. This latest edition of ISO 1328-1, along with the companion technical report ISO/TR 10064-1, should provide all those who measure gears with consistent results.

For the work on ISO 1328-1:2013 it was very important that Roehr was also a member of VDI.

"Because we have VDI guidelines for the evaluation of modifications of segmented profiles and helices, I supplied the members of the committee with information about these strategies. So they found their way in ISO 1328-1:2013 and have become an important part of the standard. It also helped that I took care that all definitions were absolutely precise without room for interpretation," Roehr added.

The group is currently working on a tolerance standard for the composite inspection of gears based on (ISO) 2015-2 as well as turning the AGMA 2002 Tooth Thickness Specification and Measurement into an ISO standard.

(www.iso.org)

Mahr

APPOINTESE DON FOISY DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

Mahr Inc. recently announced that Don Foisy has been promoted to director of operations to support continued company growth. In his new position, Foisy will be responsible for overseeing the engineering, manufacturing, planning and facilities departments. With seven years of experience at Mahr, Foisy's strong managerial skills and mechanical engineering expertise will help to further enhance the company's standards of operational excellence and commitment to high quality.

"I look forward to the opportunity to work with our entire operations team as we strive to perfect our internal processes to help us meet our company's expanding goals," said Foisy. "We want to foster new ideas and innovative technologies to improve our efficiency in providing market-leading precision metrology solutions. Our focus will continue to be the delivery of high quality products, on-time to our customers to support their growing needs."

He joined the Mahr team in 2011 in the position of design engineering supervisor and was later promoted to engineering manager. With more than 17 years of industry experience, Foisy previously served as a mechanical engineer at John Crane and as a product engineering manager at Dresser-Masonell. He has a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from New England Institute of Technology. (www.mahr.com)
Röhm Products of America
OFFERS COMPREHENSIVE CHUCK REPAIR AND REBUILD SERVICES

To better serve its customers, Röhm Products of America has made significant investments in its ability to offer comprehensive chuck repair and rebuild services at its Suwanee, Georgia-based headquarters, as well as onsite at its customers’ manufacturing facilities across the country. In doing so, the company creates a one-stop shop for all chuck service needs.

“When we moved to our new headquarters in 2015,” said Adis Malkoć, manager of Röhm’s Service Center. “We dedicated a lot of space for our service team, along with new 2-ton and 10-ton cranes for the biggest repair/rebuild jobs. With this investment, we’ve created a turnkey approach that has been very popular with our customers. We offer the quickest way for shops to install, maintain and repair their workholding devices.”

Röhm’s engineering staff possesses nearly 50 years of combined experience with the fixturing, equipment and processes necessary for the precision repair and rebuilding of even the largest sized chucks. These same service engineers also provide new customers with installation assistance along with guidance in proper product use and in the development of an optimal preventative maintenance schedule. They also conduct training sessions for products currently in use to keep operator skills and knowledge current.

“It’s hard for shops to maintain the level of expertise our specialized team has,” noted Service Engineer Doug Thompson. “But after our training, we can ensure that manufacturers have the know-how to keep fixtures in working order until they need to be sent back for periodic rebuilding.”

The Röhm Service Center provides rebuild quotes and services that extend the life of valuable products. Most parts needed for these rebuild processes are in stock at the company’s Georgia facility, though large, complex or custom fixtures may require parts from the company’s German factory. These scheduled rebuilds can also identify worn parts before they fail completely, which results in significant savings for those manufacturers that take preventative maintenance seriously. (www.rohm-products.com)
Kitagawa North-Tech
ANNOUNCES NEW REGIONAL SALES MANAGER

Kitagawa North-Tech, Inc. recently announced that **Mike Johnston** has joined the company as regional sales manager. Mr. Johnston’s sales territory for Kitagawa NorthTech will include Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana of the Great Lakes regions of the USA. He is supporting Kitagawa’s offering of workholding which includes standard power chucks, advanced chucks, automated workholding (AJPS), engineered rotational and prismatic workholding solutions, turning and grinding line of steady rests, hydraulic cylinders, grippers and rotary tables.

Johnston will also sell and represent Kitagawa NorthTech’s inhouse repair, rebuild and preventative maintenance services. Johnston adds, “Kitagawa NorthTech’s Machine Tool accessories such as their Tri-Kote grease for lubricating power chucks and their digital grip force analyzer software and kit for measuring grip force are unique products that every machine shop should use for everyday chuck maintenance, as if you do not know your grip force you cannot optimize your machine tool to produce the maximum amount of parts safely.”

Johnston will be servicing and supporting a wide range of customers for the company including: end-users, OEMs, machine tool distributors and cutting tool distributors for the Kitagawa workholding and chuck offering. With over 30 years of metalworking industry experience, Johnston has an extensive and broad background. Throughout his career in metalworking and machining, he has worked in several capacities including: CNC programming, design engineering, applications engineering, machine tool sales and accessories sales, as well as owned a machine shop focused on machining parts for the Medical industry. Most recently Johnston was a regional sales manager for workholding manufacturer ATS Systems.

Johnston resides in Euclid, Michigan and will be report out of Kitagawa NorthTech’s headquarters and full-service manufacturing facility for the Americas based in Schaumburg, IL. The Kitagawa NorthTech facility features in-house design, engineering, manufacturing and repair services for workholding.

In addition, Kitagawa North-Tech, Inc. recently announced **Edward Borsos** has joined the company also as a regional sales manager. Borsos has over 30 years of machining and metalworking industry experience. He will be responsible for supporting and developing channel partners and end-users selling Kitagawa’s standard chucks, advanced chucks and engineered rotational and prismatic workholding solutions. Borsos has extensive experience in automotive and oil and gas, as well as general turning and milling workholding applications.

Borsos began his career as a toolmaker and machinist and worked in various supervisory positions at metalworking machine shops and later transitioned into technical workholding sales for MSCI Industrial Supply. In his most recent position he worked in regional sales management for Rohm, German-based workholding company before joining Kitagawa NorthTech.

Borsos will help support and manage projects for the custom engineered solutions business. Kitagawa NorthTech’s engineered workholding solutions are supported by an in-house applications engineering team committed to developing custom workholding for turning and prismatic applications. In addition to designing and engineering custom solutions, Kitagawa NorthTech utilizes their in-house design, manufacturing, inspection and testing facility to manufacturer, modify and test components and workholding systems for their customers.

Borsos resides in Waterford, Michigan and will be report out of Kitagawa NorthTech’s headquarters and full-service manufacturing facility for the Americas based in Schaumburg, IL. Upon joining the company, Boros adds, “I am excited to join a company with such a rich history in workholding. Kitagawa has always been the gold standard of chucks in the workholding industry. In addition, Kitagawa NorthTech’s custom engineered workholding capabilities offer customers superior part-specific machining solutions for turning and prismatic applications.”

(www.kitagawa.us)
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DO YOU HAVE SURPLUS GEAR MACHINERY FOR SALE OR AUCTION?

You need to talk to Goldstein Gear Machinery LLC (GGM), of which Michael Goldstein was President and primary buyer and seller at his former company, Cadillac Machinery Co., Inc.

For large departments or whole plants, 100% of the SALE proceeds goes to the owner.

GGM is the only one experienced gear machinery expert to get you the highest value. Gear equipment is not like general purpose machinery; they have unique features and capabilities, which only an expert can describe and know to photograph, especially Gleason mechanical bevel equipment, of which GGM is the leading expert.

GGM has over 55 years of experience buying/selling and auctioning gear machinery, with a reputation for knowledge, experience and capability second to none. GGM, and Michael’s prior company, Cadillac Machinery, were in a joint venture with Industrial Plants Corp (IPC) in Industrial Plants Ltd (UK) (IPC-UK) and Michael was the primary auction evaluator and organizer for over 10 years. As he tracks every gear auction, worldwide, he has records of what every gear machine is sold for.

Get experience and knowledge working for you

www.gearmachineryexchange.com
May 26–28—AGMA/ABMA Annual Meeting 2018
Naples, Florida. The 2018 Annual Meeting combines the expert knowledge of the gear and bearing industries with the latest emerging technologies that influence manufacturers and suppliers. More than 500 executives will gather this April to experience the information-packed week full of top-tier speakers. Members will be connected to innovation and opportunities in the industry with potential to strengthen business connections and relationships. Join AGMA & ABMA for an event that is tailored directly for its members to address trends, successes and future possibilities. For more information, visit www.agma.org.

April 30–May 3—OTC 2018
Houston, Texas. The Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) is where the world’s energy professionals meet to exchange ideas and opinions to advance scientific and technical knowledge for offshore resources and environmental matters. OTC is the largest global event for the oil and gas sector featuring approximately 2,000 exhibitors and attendees from across the globe. The event provides excellent opportunities for global sharing of technology, expertise, products, and best practices. OTC brings together industry leaders, investors, buyers, and entrepreneurs to develop markets and business partnerships. Technical highlights include updates on world-class projects, offshore renewable energy, the digital revolution, safety and risk management and more. For more information, visit 2018.otcnet.org.

May 1–3—AGS Manufacturing Training Series – Introduction to Gear Process Engineering
Naperville, Illinois. The intensive 3-day course is designed to provide attendees with a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals involved in successful processing of gears for manufacturing. Finding qualified gear process engineers is a common challenge in the gear manufacturing industry and companies are often faced with the need to train internal resources on their own. However, this can be a very long process and can put a strain on existing engineering staff. By utilizing the AGS training experience, trainees can acquire a comprehensive overview of gear processing from leading industry experts; resulting in a skilled process engineer much faster and for far less cost. Upon completing the course, attendees will have processed sample gears, and will fully understand the core principles - preparing them for further on-the-job refinement of their skills. Attendees will also receive an in-depth training manual for future reference on key topics. For more information, visit www.arvinglobalsolutions.com.

May 7–10—AWEA Windpower 2018
Chicago, Illinois. Windpower 2018 is the wind industry’s premier North American event with wind energy professionals from all over the world gathering in one place. It’s the most effective way for attendees to expand their knowledge base and business network. With competitive pricing and stable policy in place, the wind industry is booming. Now the industry can focus on the future and the other drivers that will propel the industry forward through the 2020s. The program will feature speakers with “disruptive” and innovative ideas that will continue to strengthen wind energy’s value proposition and challenge the current way we do business. Attendees will hear about technology advances will continue to lower LCOE, and learn lessons from other industries that are more mature or have experienced similar rapid growth. They will also receive updates on: state policy support, transmission infrastructure efforts, and emerging and growing offtake trends. For more information, visit www.awea.org.

May 7–10—AISTech 2018
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This event will feature technologies from all over the world that help steel producers to compete more effectively in today’s global market. AISTech 2018 provides perspective on the technology and engineering expertise necessary to power a sustainable steel industry. More than 7,000 people are expected to attend AISTech 2018. Along with over 500 exhibiting companies, AISTech 2018 allows attendees to meet face-to-face with key individuals involved in the production and processing of iron and steel. The comprehensive conference schedule includes topics on metallurgy, safety, material handling, energy, maintenance and reliability, lubrication and more. For more information, visit www.aist.org.

May 7–11—NPE 2018
Orlando, Florida. NPE2018 provides exclusive access to the innovations, people, processes, science and ideas that are shaping the future of plastics. Attendees will build connections, exchange ideas and explore the largest concentration of machinery, tools, technology and professional training available in today’s plastic industry. On the show floor, attendees will meet with the 2,000+ of the world’s leading plastic manufacturers and suppliers to gather important information and insights on the latest equipment, products and materials for every phase of plastics production. Focus areas include 3D/4D printing, moldmaking, material science, medical parts, processors and more. For more information, visit www.npe.org.

May 14–16—SAE Fundamentals of Modern Vehicle Transmissions Seminar
Durham, North Carolina. Starting with a look at the transmission’s primary function — to couple the engine to the driveline and provide torque ratios between the two — this updated and expanded seminar covers the latest transmission systems designed to achieve the most efficient engine operation. Current designs, the components and subsystems used, their functional modes, how they operate, and the inter-relationships will be discussed. For more information, visit www.sae.org/learn/content/99018/.

May 14–17—CTI Symposium USA
Novi, Michigan. This event, organized by the German Car Training Institute (CTI), focuses on the latest technical innovations in automotive transmissions, hybrid and alternative drivetrains with experts and suppliers from the United States, Asia and Europe. The symposium will examine current debates on economics, politics and the environment. Topics will be examined from the perspective of technology, customers and the context of market success. Keynote speakers include Dan Nicholson, vice president, global propulsion systems, General Motors, USA, Dr. V. Anand Sankaran, director, electrified powertrain engineering, Ford Motor Company, Dr. Johannes-Joerg Rueger, executive vice president, Robert Bosch GmbH and more. For more information, visit www.transmission-symposium.com/usa.

May 22–24—Advanced Methods and Best Practices for Gear Process Engineering
Naperville, Illinois. The intensive three-day course is a follow-up to “An Introduction to Gear Process Engineering” conducted by Arvin Global Solutions (AGS). It is designed to provide attendees with a solid understanding of the methods and best practices for the successful processing of gears for manufacturing. In this course, the attendees will learn: minimizing and compensating for heat treat distortion with machining methods, critical quality procedures to include in the process, expert tips and tricks to review and refine a process for achieving optimal productivity and cost savings and much more. For more information, visit www.arvinglobalsolutions.com.
If you consider yourself a manufacturer, engineer, gearhead, inventor or simply a technophile, then you should consider a trip to Maker Faire this year. Maker Faire is a family-friendly showcase of invention, creativity, and resourcefulness. The event is described by its creators as “part science fair, part county fair and part something entirely new.”

Bottom line, it’s an eye-popping, cerebral celebration of the Maker Movement — individuals who create and market DIY products that are recreated and assembled using unique supplies and materials typically developed in garages or basements with limited manufacturing resources. It can be argued that the gadgets, robots, drones, simple machines and wearable devices created at Maker Faire events are somewhat responsible for bringing engineering mainstream.

The Statistics Don’t Lie
Maker Faire celebrated 221 Faires in 2017 and engaged more than 1.58 million attendees globally in 45 countries around the world. The 12th annual Maker Faire Bay Area welcomed some 1,200 Makers and 125,000 attendees. World Maker Faire New York, the East Coast flagship event, has grown in eight years to 750+ Makers and 90,000 attendees.

“Eight years in with our partner, the New York Hall of Science, bringing World Maker Faire to the East Coast, and the enthusiasm and engagement from the maker community is still strong,” said Dale Dougherty, co-founder of Maker Faire and CEO of Maker Media. “It’s a testament to the maker culture and people wanting to connect around something that satisfies their deeper curiosity for exploring and problem-solving, and putting their talents and ingenuity to work. They know they will find these connections and opportunities at Maker Faire.”

Unique Tech Trends
So what types of projects have been displayed at Maker Faire events?

Users can create their own robots and motion control using Arduino, an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a motor, turning on an LED, publishing something online. You can tell your board what to do by sending a set of instructions to the microcontroller on the board. (www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Introduction)

Kinetic Steam Works, a Bay Area collective dedicated to steam powered kinetic art and education, came together in 2005 to explore, restore and share the artifacts of clockwork modernity. KSW is a small group of industrial artists building with steam that created a project where large wooden gears were used to drive a 110-year-old automatic pencil sharpener. (www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS6v8sQ34sQ&feature=youtu.be)

Fablab O Shanghai presented its “Dishu Machine” a robot capable of making large paintings of Chinese poetry using water on the ground. The machine is a composition of 3D printed and laser cut materials and employs a combination of stepper motors, a water pump, Arduino Uno × CNC Shield and a custom G-code transcoder. (http://archive.fabacademy.org/archives/2017/fablabshangai/students/190/week9a.html)

The Future of Engineering & Manufacturing
While these unique and clever projects might entice our readers to sit in the garage for the next three weeks and invent something, the truth is that 50 percent of Maker Faire attendees bring their children. This is the key takeaway from an event like Maker Faire. We need the next generation of engineers, manufacturers and scientists to get their hands dirty and create the technologies of the future. This passion for STEM activities can start right here.

To find the next Maker Faire event near you, visit https://makerfaire.com/map/.

Matthew Jaster, Senior Editor

All photos courtesy of Maker Faire.
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Ipsen’s ATLAS atmosphere heat-treating system utilizes the same push-pull chain loader as the industry standard, allowing it to integrate into existing lines for any brand of atmosphere furnace with ease.*

Receive a close-up look at the features, benefits and technological advantages of this integral quench batch furnace with the ATLAS Virtual Tour.

*Compatible with most single-chain, in-out-style atmosphere furnace lines

Watch the video:
go.IpsenUSA.com/ATLAS-Virtual-Tour

ATLAS At-A-Glance:
- Process simulation and integrated C-Profile optimization with Carb-o-Prof® software controls
- Ease of maintenance, thanks to a cartridge-design heat fan assembly, shelf-mounted quench oil heaters and oil circulation pump and safety catwalks
- Recon® III Burners increase thermal efficiency up to 75% by utilizing the heat from the exhaust gases to preheat the combustion air
- SuperQuench® and TurboQuench® oil-quenching systems minimize distortion and improve part quality

IpsenUSA.com
All you need is a Klingelnberg Precision Measuring Center. It measures it all, including form and surface roughness. There’s a good reason why Klingelnberg Precision Measuring Centers are widely-used standard measuring systems in the industry and serve as a reference for metrology institutes.

Are you looking for solutions to increase productivity? Then contact us at: info@klingelnberg.com

www.klingelnberg.com